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Home Builder
Getting Ready

The ln/wul h/1/flire 8111/lll'.l .l ./ounw/11 ill. 11120/0, hc~in it.\ 23rd
rear in /m .linc'\1 (11'1/h it1 puhli1hcr enterin~ :f(J .I.Iil a~c") . In all
rhnc rears our l'COIIOIIl_\ ha.\ nerer 1ecn the pro/J/e/11\ o( toda_,
rheu:forc in rhi.1 i.1 .\liC 11·e fll'l' lenl our longc1t 1tor\' to date ..... a 110n
of and ahout the nono/11_,..

Lost and Found
!lome builders have begun
bu) ing land along the I 15 corn
dor for ne\\ hous1ng subdl\1
sions after s111111g on the side
lines for the first half or the year.
according to the pnnc1pal of a
land brokerage that docs business in R1vcrsidc and San
Bernardino counties.
Tom Doyle. of Whittlesey
Doyle, told commercial industry
representatives
that
home
builders purchased only two
parcels in Inland Southern
California 111 the first half of the
year. but that since then they
have closed or entered escrow
on 55 parcels.
Doyle said renewed builder
competition for land has pushed
up prices b) as much as ~5 perCL'nl But he said large builders
arc game to bu) an)'' .t)
hcc.tusc the) arL' running out or
finished lots and need land to
rema111 111 business. lie sa1d 111
most c.tscs the land the) arc
Clilllinllec/ On {JCI~l' 2<)
MAIL TO

By David Shulman
Senior tconomi.\t, UCLA Anderson

Foreca~t

I he first decade of the~ I sl ccntur; 1s over. Good nddancc! It has
trul; been a lost decade for labor and capital. In ~tunning contrast \\ ith the ebullience of late 1999, there arc non a half million
fener people on nonfarm payrolls than at the start of the decade.
To be sure. late 1999 represented a business cycle peak while late
2009 represented a trough. but make no mistake, the recent recessiOn
established postwar records for declines in employment. home and
stock prices. Over the last decade, the unemployment rate has more
than doubled and real wages rose by a very modest 6.5%.
Concomitantly, the federal budget swung from a $91 billion surplus
in I·Y 1999 to a record $1.4 trillion deficit in I Y 2009.
Despite the 64% stock market rally off the March lows, bo th
nominal and real stock prices are far off their yea r-end 1999 le\cis b) 26% and 42o/c, respecthel). Needless to say this poor per
formance 1s a far cry from the wildconrirwed on pa~c 6

Commentary
B\ State Senator Robert Dutton
31st Di\trict (~/'California
A "'c\\ $21 Billion Hole

The non-par11san Leg1slative Analyst announced that Califorma
Will have another S21 b1llion deficit for the 20 I0-11 fiscal year as
revenues to the slate cont1nue to fall desptte the Lcg1slature and
Governor imposing the largest tax Increase in history on residents
of th1s slate earlier this year.
In I cbruary, I said when I opposed the tax increase: "This budget docs not include the needed structural reforms that will end the
deficit spending that caused this $4~ billion deficit. Despite taxes
being 111crcascd by S13 billion. I believe Cali forma's thirst for
spending your tax dollars will continue and future deficits v.ill fol
lov.. !his budget s1mply doesn't fix our problem."
When another <;~6 billion dcfiut \\as ht'Jng addiL'ssed this summer. I again voted against the pl.111 sa) ing:" I han• hL·en sa) ing for
months that \\hatL'\er plan is presented must tix the L'lllJre problem ..
\sa rL'sult ot not liXlll!! the structural lld\\s. coupled'' 1th ,111
econom) that is draggl'd dm\ 11 h)
coJl/lflllcd Ollf>llt:c 14
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All I Want
for Christmas Is
the Harry Potter
Box Set!! pg. 17
Wells Fargo to
Shut Branches
Wells f·argo will be switching several Inland Wachovia
branches to the Wells banner in
/\pril and plans to close 14 locations and consolidate operations.
Wells I argo.\\ hich ac4uired
\\'acho' 1a 111 Dccemtx·r ~OOS.
said in a statt•mcnt that nn Ia\
oils arc expected. and "orke.rs
at thL' shullin!! branches ''ill be
transkrrcd to~lli1L'r loc.tl oltices.
Wells plans to close a total ot
l ~~ Cali forma Wells I argt) and
\\'achO\ 1a ollices due to postmerger sen icc 0\erlaps.
Inland br,mehcs set to be
shut. "llh ncar b) locauons set
to assume their operallons 111
parentheses. arc as foliO\\ s:
R iverside Cou nt'
Wacho\ 1a, 3SO I /\darns
St.. Riverside (Wells fargo.
3765 Tyler SU
Wachovia.
18295
Collier 1\vc.. Lake Elsinore
(Wells l-argo. ~9~65 Central
\vc.)
~
Wachtma.
I 70 I I:
llontla r\\e .. llcmet (\\'clb
!·argo. 1100 1'. I lorida r\\C.)
Wachm i,t. 125') I bmnt'l
\\L'., '\orco l\\l'lls I <trgo. 140
llidden \alk) l'kv.;.l ~
continllt d 1111 pa~e 3<)
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Harvard Ignored Warnings
About Investments

CPUC APPROVES EDISON STUDY TO
REDUCE GREENHOUSE GASES

By Beth Healv

fhe Ctlifornia Public Utilitic-. Commission (CPUCJ, in its ongoing commllmcnt to rcducmg the state's greenhouse gas emissions.
authoritcd Southern California Edison to co-fund fc<Lsibility studies
of a California Integrated gasification combined cycle (!GCC) plant
with carbon capture and storage.
Edison v.ill commit up to $17 million to the Phase I feasibility
studies a~soc1ated with a facility known as the llydrogen Lnergy
California (IIECA) project. Edison is also allowed to fund up to $13
million in Phase II stud1es to further examine the pcrmlltmg. engineering. and economics associated with this project. if the Phase I
feasibility stud1es demonstrate that further studies arc warranted.
!he II ICA facility would prm ide lov.-carbon dectricity v. ithin
California by gasifymg non-conventional fuel resources (primarily
petroleum coke from California\ oil refinencs or. as needed. blends
of petroleum coke amt other solid fuels) to produce h) drogcn for
clectricit) generation through an IGCC plant and capture thl' C02 for
l:nham:cd Oil Reco\l'r). "!his projcll would produce clcctncity,
reduce l':>.ports of h1gh polluting petroleum coke, and 1111:1ease ml
production in Cal!forni<I. It \\ ould tx· a win. \\in, "m lor consumers
IIEC,\ would he a 250 mcgav.att facilit) in Kern County .md v.ould
be a first-of-a-kmd project designed \\ 1th tcchnolog) clements that
arc unlike any proje<.:t under development." said CPLIC
Pres1dent Michael R. Peevey. "The IGCC tcchnolog\ \\Ould
reduce greenhouse g.1scs. \dllch would lx'nclit ratepayers, the state.
and the nation.
cominucd on pa~c 39
The L. S. Department of I:ncrgy

It happened at least once a year. every year. In a roomful of a
do/en llarvard University financial offic1als. Jack Meyer. the hugely successful head of Harvard's endowment, and Lawrence
Summers. then the school's president. would face off m a heated
de.batc. Th.e top~c: cash and how the university was managing--or
mtsmanagmg liS basic operating funds.
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NICEST THINGS.

RANKED AMONG THETOP 5%
OF HOSPITALS NATIONWIDE

HealthGrades, the nation's leading independent health care ratings company, analyzes more than 5,000 hospitals across
the country. And these objective ratings have all kinds of great things to say about Pomona Valley Hospital Medical Center.
Our people are always working to provide the best in health care and treatment for the community. And we're pleased that
an independent source shows our results are among the best. Because, after all, modesty forbids saying so ourselves.

2009 HEALTHGRADES RECOGNITIONS:
RANKED AMONG THE TOP 5% OF HOSPITALS IN THE NATION FOR OUTSTANDING PATIENT EXPERIENCE
Maternity Care Service Excellence Awanflll- Ranked a80119 top 10% of hospitals nationwide in Maternity Care

Highest possible Star Ratings for treatment of Sepsis
Five-Star Rating - Heart Failure
Five-Star Rating - Sepsis
Five-Star Rating - Appendectomy
Five Star Rating - Maternity Care
Five Star Rating- Women's Health
Five-Star Rating- Community Acquired Pneumonia

~

HEALTH GRADEs·
1 t., lP"
I I!
GL.IDING A\IIIR
www. health grades. com
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The science of medicine, the a1·t of hcalin...IJ
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'I hrough the first half of this decade. Mcycr rcpcatcdl) '~arncd
Summers and other llarvard oflicials that the school was being too
aggressive \vith billions of dollars in cash, according to people present for the discussions. imcsting almost all of it v. ith the cndmvmcnt's risk) mix of stocks. bonds. hedgc funds. and pri\ ate equity.
Meyer's successor, Mohamed El-Frian. would later sound the same
warnings to Summers. and to llarvard financial staff and board
members.
"Mohamed was having a heart attack," said one former financial
executive. who spoke on the condition of anonym•ty for fear of
angering llarvard and Summers. He considered the cash investment
a "doubling up" of the university's investment risk.
But the warnings fell on deaf ears, under Summers's regime and
beyond. And when the market crashed in the fall of 2008, I larvard
would pay dearly, as $1.8 billion in cash simply vanished. Indeed, it
is still paying, in the form of tighter budgets, deferred expansion
plans. and big interest payments on bonds issued to cover the losses.
So how did one of the world's great universities err so badly in
something so ba~ic? It is a story v.1th many actors. the story of an
institution that grew complacent as its endowment soared ever higher an institution that, when the crunch hit, was operating on financial auto-pilot, with many key players gone. and those remaining
inattentive, in retrospect, to the risks ahead.
" Investing cash alongside the endowment was a long held strategy that we didn't decide to change until early 2008." said James F.
Rothenberg, Harvard's treasurer-a part-time, unpaid role. lie said
the biggest mistake was not to have taken some of the cash off the
table, and placed it in safer accounts. as trouble started brewing in
the markets and the economy. "We all can look back nov. and say
we wish we did something different." he said.
In the Summers' y~ars, from 2001 to 2006. nothing was on autopilot. lie was the unquestioned commander, a dominating personality with the talent to move a balkanucd institution like IIarvard. but
also a man unafnicted, former colcominucd on pa~e 5

CONTROVERSY OVER
ECONOMIC IMPACTS OF
CALIFORNIA'S CLIMATE LAW:
A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
OF PROJECTIONS
CRS PROVIDES FIRST OF ITS KIND EXAMINATION OF DIFFERING ECONOMIC STUDIES ON IMPACT OF AB 32 and FINDS
STATE STUDY IS CONSISTENT WITH MAINSTREAM
Amidst debate over the economic implications of California's
landmark global warming law. the Center for Resource Solutions
(CRS) released a report comparing the assumptions. models and
results of differing economic analyses. Three of four prominent
analyses show the costs of climate policy are far outweighed by projected economic growth. the new study finds.
Climate Solutions and Econom•c Growth in California examines
the assumptions. models and results of four different economic modeling efforts conducted by the following organizations: I) California
Air Resources Board (CARB); 2) University of California
researchers; 3) Charles River Associates/Electric Power Research
Institute; 4) Yarshney and Tootelian.
The first three studies all found strong growth even while considering only a narrow class of benefits- expected energy savings from
efficiency measures. Ihe fourth stud). Yarshney and lootclian,
includes only costs and no benefits associated with the lav.. Broader
economic benefits expected to occur. such as boosts to the clean energy and pollution control sectors, improvements in public health, and
increased investment in clean tech industries, were not included in
any of the studies.
colllimted 1111 pa~e 20
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leagues say, with self doubt in matters of nnance.
wntinued jimn p~. 3
•
·
·
Ccrtaml). \\hen 11 came to handling llan ,trd's cash account. the former L S I reaslll) secretary had
no doubts. Widely considered one of the most hnlliant economists
of his generation, Summers pushed to invest 100 percent of
llarvard's cash with the endowment and had to he argued down to
RO percent. lmanctal executives say. 1 he cash account grew to $5.1
billion during h1s tenure. more than the entire endowmenl of all but
a do;en or so colleges and universities.
Summers. now head of President Obama 's econom1c team.
declined to be quoted on his handling of llarvard fmances. A fnend
of hts who 1s familiar with I larvard finances s:ud Summers was
warning or growmg risks tn the global markets by 2007. at the
World Econom1c 1-'orum in Davos. Swit;erland I he lnend. who
spoke on the condition of anonymtt} because of 'iummers 's current
position. said. "In the years after Summers Jell. market conditions
and llanard\ llqllldity changed dramaticall). I he universit) \
linancial strategtes could have and should haH' changed \\ ith
them."
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Harvard ...

nus December In the lnl.md l·mpire
Busine" Journal!

Harvard Ignored Warnings Abo ut Investm ents
Warnings fell on deaf ears on the pres1dent of Harvard,
Lawre nce Summers, as the market crashed m the fall
of 2008. He and other Harvard off1C1ab were warned
that the school was bemg too aggress1ve with billions of
dollars in cash by mvesting m stocks, bonds, hedge
funds, and pnvate equity. . . . . .
. . .. .. .. .. 3

-

~-------------------------------~
Make checks papble to: Inland Empire -Business Journal
P.O. Box 1979, R.tncho Cucamonga, CA 91729
For more tnlo. c.tll (<J09) -!83--!700/Fax (901J) 481-4705

and wamed offor so long then
came to pa.1.1. 1\mid plunging globTotal cash 1n Harvard's
al
markets, Harl'ard IWtild lose
general operating account.
not only 27 percent of irs $37 billion endowment m 2008, bw $1.8
billion of the general operating
$6 bcUcon
cash or 27 percelll of some $6
5
billion inl'ested. Harvard also
4
would pay $500 million to get out
3
of the interest-rme sll'aps
2
Summers had entered into, which
1
imploded ll'hen rate.\ fell 111.1tead
0
of rising. The unn·cnitl ll'ould
'<)9
'O'.l-'
have to i.l.\11<' $1.5 hi/lion in bonds
SOI..RC~ !-ill\a·d Ln Yerstty
to .1horc up it.1 cmh position. on
ftriJN'I.l f"POit>
top ofanothcr $1 billion debt sale.
And there ll'ere la_voff_.,, payfree::.es, and deep. llntrcr.,in··lt·ide
budget cuts .
invested the lion's share of that money with the endowment. generating returns that arc used to pay for shared needs. like graduate
housing and financial aid.
The strategy paid off handsomely for years. as the endowment
reaped big gains, providing Harvard presidents with a checkbook for
ambitious efforts. Under Neil Rudenstine, H arvard's president from
1991 to 200 I, cash was heavily invested in the endowment and
surged from $290 million to $2 billion. Under Summers. the figure
more than doubled again, according Io a compila11on of the data
obtained by the G lobe. The big prOJeCI on Summers· agenda:
I larvard 's expansion across the river. inlo Allston.
Summers had a huge influence over I Ian ard money matters durlt1P hts tt'nure, according to several people \\ ho "m-ked \\ ith him.
Kmmn for his lovt• of intellectual debate. he \\OUid hear out the
opinions of olhcrs but uiiimatl'l) \\ .ts forceful 1t1 hi~ <1\1 n 'k'\\ s. I k
\\<h more lin.tm:iall) sophts!lcated
< ontmued Ollf'O~e 10

Vol. ~I No. !~.December ~009-lnl.md Empore Bu"nc~sJoumal is published month!) by Dati)
Planet C'ommunocauons.lnc.. 1801 Fxci"' Street Suuc Ill Ontano. C'A 19761 (909) 605-SXOO.
Bulk ratc li.S. po>-tage patd. Ontano, CA pemu1 :-;a I Send addre~, changt's to: Inland Emporr
Bu.\lness Journal, PO. Box t979, Rancho Cucamonga. CA 91729. lnfom-..ouon m !he Inland
Ernptre Bu.smess Journal "deemed to be rrliable. but the accuracy of th" mformauon C".umot be
guaranteed. The management of the Inland Empire Bu,ine~s Journal does not promote or eocour·
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(..'h.tractcr i~ that wtuch rc\ .,:aJ, mor..tl purpose, exposmg th
of tlungs a m.m choose' or a\ otd,_
\rtsllltle
Counes). kindne". smceritl. lf\llhfuloess, thoughtfulne and
good manner' tratl\lated mto bclta\lor rellect one\lru.e charilcter
Harry t Banks
Don 't mistake personalit) for character.

hudget. lOn'>ldtr the

I NLAND EMPI RE
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UCLA...

eyed bulli ·hness of the dot com era
•
and it's perhap · fitting that the early
continued from pg. I
2000 signature AOL-Time Warner
merger became undone this month with Time Warner spinning off
the remnants of AOL.
In sharp distinction. oil. gold and of all things. very staid U.S.
Treasury bonds enjoyed spectacular bull markets during the decade.
Gold and oil prices nearly tripled and quadrupled, respectively and
long-term U.S Treasury bonds that offered current yields just above
6.5% advanced by 34% during the decade.
Along the way, the trade-weighted foreign exchange value of the
U.S. dollar declined by 24%. Median existing home prices, after
soaring earlier in the decade. went into free fall after 2006 and ended
up a modest 22% in nominal terms and actually declined by 5% in
real terms.
Thus. the overall performance of the labor, capital, housing and
commodity markets during the decade. hardly any of which were
forecast. gives rise to a great deal of humility when forecasting the
economic outlook for the next few years. 'Jevertheless. in the spirit
of "often wrong, never in doubt." we trudge on and we trust that by
the time 2020 rolls around. much of the current pessimism will give
way to a more hopeful environment. Simply put. the economy is in
a painful period of transition. Thus, we would like to think that the
next decade is the mirror image of the last where we start from a
cyclical trough and end at a peak.
The Near-Term Outlook
Similar to last quarter. we continue to believe that the economy
is on a modest growth path that will be accompanied by extraordinarily high rates of unemployment. Specifically. we forecast that
after growing at 2.8% in the most recent and current quarters. real
GDP growth will settle into a 2% growth path for much of 2010 and
be closer to 3% in 20 II. With such sluggish growth. the unemployment rate will likely peak at I 0.5% in the first quarter and remain at
or above 10% for almost all of next year.
We hypothesize that one reason for the high rate of unemployment is that business fmns who hitherto viewed office overhead
costs as fixed, now view them as variable. Thus, where in prior
recessions much of the marketing, finance, research and administrative employees were generally immune from lay-offs, the new management regimes have made those functions vulnerable to severe
cutbacks. Indeed, such previously recession-resistant industries as
finance. advertising and media have witnessed an unprecedented
amount of job cuts. Further exacerbating the employment situation
is uncertainty about tax, healthcare and energy policies coming out
of Washington.
The slow growth outlook reflects the lagged effects of the implosion of consumer balance sheets and is a result of the economy in
transition from being an import-oriented/low-savings rate one to
a more export and bigber-savings oriented one. That transition is
being pushed along by the administration's weak dollar policy which
encourages exports and discourages the consumption of imports.
The combined effect will cause real consumer spending to grow at a
modest 2% rate, well below the more historical 3-3.5% rate.
Nevertheless. the savings rate won't rise in a straight line. For example. the scheduled increase in income taxation for high income earners in 2011 will depress savings for that year.
We would be remiss if we did not di cuss the current controversy with respect to hou ing acth ity. In terms of prices and home sales
it appears that housmg is finall) on the road to reco\ er) To be sure.
with 2~ , of the nation's houses with mortgages underwater, foreclosures contmue to nse: but we belle\e thatt<; a! read) factored into the
deci,ion maktng process of both bu)'Cr<i and ell e r I hus gi "Ycn

Dece mber 2009
mortgage rates belo w 5o/c . affordable prices and demogra phical ly
driven pent-up demand. we. like most macroeconomic forecaste rs.
believe that ho using ·tarts wtll rise to aro und 850,000 umts tn 20 I 0.
up from an estimated 574,000 in 2009. We also allo w for the gradual winding down o f the Fed 's mortgage backed securities purc hase
program. Howe ve r. analysts who are much closer to the g ro und. like
our friend Ivy Zelman of Zelman & Assoc iates, belie ve that ho using
starts next year will be in the 600,000 - 700.000 range because of the
lack of constructio n and development financing. Should that be the
case, our 20 I 0 view for the economy as a whole would necessaril y
be marked down.
The Highly Medicated Economy
Let's be clear, policy makers are high!) medicating the econom) with record federal deficits and a zero interest rate policy
coming from the Federal Reserve. While necessary to abate the
free fall in the economy that took place in late 2008 and earl y 2009.
both fiscal and monetary policies are not sustainable in the long run.
Deficits will have to be reduced and interest rates will return to more
normal levels. In fact. the deficit projections below do not include
another stimulus package nor the inevitable cost-overruns associated with the healthcare package now moving through the Congress.
As the cost of financing the national debt explodes, the " never- never
land" world of financing the deficit at near zero interes t rates will be
compared to the very low teaser rates offe red to homeowners a few
years ago.
Thus we don' t really know whether or not the signs of econom ic revival are the temporary result of the medicine being applied or
the result of a healing process that will put the economy on the road
to a self sustaining recovery. We suspect that it is a little of both and
that is why we do not anticipate that the Fed will tighten policy until
late in 2010 nor will tax hikes be enacted, except for healthcare,
beyond what are already scheduled to take place until 2013 .
onetheless. there are many permanent aspects to the curre nt
policy regime. Homeowners and businesses are using the curre nt
low rate environment to refinance high cost debt. Indeed the high
yield corporate bond market has just experienced its greatest rally in
history. Furthermore, although far from ideal, consumer balance
sheets are being improved by the wave of foreclosures and mortgage
modifications. How so? Simply put, debt is being extinguished at the
expense of losses in the financial system. We know it is not pretty,
but that is how the process works with respect to business bankruptcies.
With all of the stimulative "medication" in the system it would
be logical to assume that the most likely side effect would be a ramp
up in inflation. Indeed we believed that is the message coming out of
the foreign exchange and gold markets. Nevertheless with so much
excess capacity in labor and product markets, we believe that inflation will not manifest itself within the 2011 forecast horizon. Indeed
we are forecasting consumer price inflation to average a modest 2%
over the next two years.
The Fiscal Crisis of the States
From New York and New Jersey in the east, to Michigan and
Illinois in the mid-west, to Florida in the south and to California and
Oregon in the west, state and local governments are enduring their
worst fiscal crises since the Great Depression. While the pri,·ate
sector has dramaticall~ cut back emploJment by 4.6 %- in the
tnehe months ending October, state and local employment
declined a modest 0.8 7( l\hile state tax receipts plumme ted
10.7ct-. Public employme nt i~ lx>ing sustained b) m.tss1ve infusions
of ft' dt.!ral ca~h . btlt tha t cash \\I ll run out :Jl the e nd of 20 10. Perhaps
the re\\ til be another ~llln ulu s p.tck
£ ontuwed on pa~;t 7
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Ross Nolan Named
Dutton Senate Fello·w
St·n. Boh Dutton announced that Ross '. olan. ont• of IS indi\ iduals chost•n to partictpatc 1n the 20()<). I 0 <.,enatc: I ct lows program.
''til bt' \\Ot'king out of Senator Dutton's Capitol ofllcc.
"Jolan \!rev. up 1n "Jorthcrn lal1fornia and g raduated from
I ortuna ll ig.h Schoo l in 2000. After f1ve years of service in the LS
Marine Corps that mc ludcd a to ur 111 Iraq. he atte nded UC Santa
Barbara and graduated with a bachelor's deg ree in polit ical sc1encc.
W hile at L C Santa Barbara. Nolan v.as c hairman of the campus'
College Republicans a nd was act1ve 111 local political cam paigns.
As a full t1mc staff member for Senator Dutton. o lan\ duties
v. ill includt• researchi ng, de,·elopmg. and s taffing le<>1slatwn. along
v.ith participatmg in meetings as tlw senator's representative \\ith
constituents. school groups, lobbyists and others on a 'ariel) of
pohe) Issues.
"I am pleased to add Ross to 111) legislati\e team" '>cnator
Dutton said. "Being a <.,cnatc I clio\\ prm ltks an C'occlknt opportunlt) to gain first hand knO\\Ictlgc of the lcgislati\c process.
\\ hetlwr ;.our career goals arc 111 the public 01 pri' ale Sl'Ctor. the
~cnate l·ellowship pro \Ides ',\luablc tra111111g and e'operil'nce."
l ·ornll'r ~enate l·ello,\s 1nclude current nwmbcrs of Congress
and the California Lcg1slaturc. judges. and numerous other elected
o fficia ls and commun ity leaders.
In adtlltion to worki ng on the personal staff of a \)late Senator
or committee stall. Senate l-ei lows participate 111 acadcm1c seminars
whe re the) inte ract w ith senators. senior staff. journalists. lobb)
ists. a nd o ther state gove rn me nt
continued on pa~c 30
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Singing ValenHnel
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agt', ht t the tnc\ ltc~blc rt.!stlucturing
of st.tte and loc.tl gm crnnwnt l1es
'olll/1111( dfmm pg. 6
,tht:ad ol us. Remember the dcdinc
m share prices th" dt'lade noted .11 the start of th1s cssa) has dcci
mated puhlil P<'llSJon plans. Put bluntl), state :md local pens1on
Plans han· made Fi~ un: 12 Real <;ta te a nd Local '>pend in ~. 2000-2011 f
promises that the
( \nru~ ll>la. Pt:n:t:~ll (1m'!,")
ta'o paycrs can't
4°o
keep. As a res ult
state and local
purchases wi ll
be flat at bes t f01
several years to
come.
(Sec
I igurc 11 )
Conclusion
When elOt•
nomlc hJStonans
000l020J(}l[)'i
look hack on the
recent fl'"tession ~
/h.
tm
(( mm
mkl
I .f fnJ, r m/ 1'\
and tht• sluggish rcc<ner) \\e MC (()recasting. \H' bclit'\C the) v. ill
note that the 2007-20 I! era signaled that the U.S. ccnnom) entered
.1 period of trans1t1on. I he characteristics ol thl' period im oh e the
inability of export growth to complete!) offset gnmth declines in
consunK'r spendtng and state and local spending. Over time the sa\
ings rate will Increase and once it stabilitcs in the 5-7~~ range. consumption v. ill once agam gro\\ v.tth the economy. Meant ime, a lter a
modicum o f restructu ri ng takes place in the state and local go\ c rnmcnt. that sector once agai n wtll be a sou ret' of modest gnm th. B)
m id decade. 3-4 1 ( economic grO\\ th accompanted b) mid-si ngle
digit uncm plO) mcnt rates \\ ill once again become the no rm. Thus
instead of being a lost decade. we v. ill o nce again fi nd o ur wa) bac k
, to the econo m) \ historical grow th path. lhc rcforc we a rc no t in the
" new no rnml" camp fo r the e ntire decade.
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The Shape of Recoveries Past
and the Shape of Recoveries Present
By Edward Leamer
Director, UCLA Anderson Forecast
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Afte r a reall y dismal year fo r the eco nomy everyone wants to
know : Has the rcCO\CI') commenced? If so, nhat comes next?
" Yes. the recover) has comme nced" is being lo ud!) proclaimed
h) most Indicators. tho ug h the labo r market remains rather dismal.
What comes next rema ins unde r a dark clo ud o f debt.
A traditiOnal strong rcco\ c ry relic-. o n pent-up de mand fo r
homes ,md cars released \\he n consumers agam feel secure about
their JObs and o ptimistic abo ut the future. Bey o nd the direct contri
bution to ( ) !)[> gnm th that comes fro m homes and co nsumer
durablc s. these sales arc critical S) mptoms o f co nsumer optlmtsm.
muc h more acc urate than the consumer confidence sun eys. I I and
w he n consume rs return to their free-spending ways, businesses arl'
sure to fo llo\\ . uncmployctl workers and underuulitcd capital w illlx·
put back to wo rk. and CIDP \\ill grow at the pheno menal rl'CO\er)
rate o f 4-Y''r. co mpared "llh the no rmal YV.·. II O\\ great '' ould that
be!
!ho ugh untlcrbuilding o f ho mes and cars 1s creating potential
pent-up demand. and the I·ed is do mg all It can to turn that potential
into real it) with record llm interest rates. optimism remains,.i.\ scarce
commodity as hcav) -in-debt out-of-work consumers arc coming to
g rips with a painful reality: Ihc
continued 011 page 12
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MANAGEMENT
Tame "Information Overload" to Boost Profit

THE GAINERS

By Glory Borgeson
Tom owns his own small
business. His type of company
allows him ample "desk time" in
his office. Tom is interested in
news that affects his business
directly, government policies
that affect small businesses in
general and he enjoys reading
anything related to hot topics.
Like most businesspeople. Tom
gets his information via e-mail
from various sources, particular
Internet sites and certain TV
news programs.
When he took a look at how
much time it was costing him
each day to sift through (and
digest) all of the information
that interests him, it carne out to
about an hour and a half a day.
That's seven and a half hours a
week! Tom realized he had to
make a change to the information overload that was taking
time away from his business.
Still, he found that certain
pieces of information could be
really helpful to his strategic
business decisions. He needed
to find a way to get the information he needed without sacrificing so much of his time.
Whether a topic that interests you directly affects your
business. indirectly affects business in general. or is a current
hot topic in government policy,
the Internet, e-mail, and "umpteen" television channels has
made many of us into "TMI"
people - "too much information"!
The problem? Reading/watching/listening to all of it (even
if it's interesting and/or directly
affects your business) can take
up so much valuable time.
Wouldn't you rather have
that time to put toward highyield activities that return the
most money-per-hour?
Much of the time taken up
by reading/watching the interesting- news and information that
comes your way could be spent
on activities that increase your

sales or decrease your expenses
(thereby contributing to higher
profit).
You might be thinking, "But
buried in all of that news and
information I go through, there
is usually a 'nugget' I'm able to
use for my business' benefit. I
don't want to miss that."
If you're thinking that, you
make a good point.

How do you
change?

make a

What if there was a way to
get the information you need
(the "nugget") without spending
a considerable amount of time
doing it yourself? And what if.
with the extra time made available. you were able to change
your activities to either directly
or mdirectly increase sales?
What if it made your net profit
increase by. say, I 0 percent? If it
cost you a small fraction of that
profit to make a change. would
it be worth 11?
finding the bit of information you really need can be outsourced to a variety of people.
Consider the following list of
outsourcing
possibilities.
according to the sophistication
level of the information you
receive and regularly read or
watch:
A virtual assistant (VA)
based in your country who has a
certain type of background for
which this task fits nicely
A foreign outsourcing
company, such as Brickwork
(b2kcorp.com), oDesk.com, or
Elance.com (Eiance for both
foreign and U.S.-based)
College students (juniors or seniors) majoring in business, political science, English,
or another related field

What should you give this
person? (the "Admin")
Whether delegating to an
employee or an outsourced individual. they will need:
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A clear description of
what you are looking for. (What
is the "nugget"?)
If you subscribe to free
e-zines or news outlets that
arrive by e-mail, have the
Admin subscribe, too.
If you have a paid subscription that arrives by e-mail.
forward those e-mails to the
Admin.
List other online information sources you want the
Admin to check daily.
For pnnt periodicals
(newspapers,
magazines,
newsletters) that don't have an
online option. having a local
Admin read through them is
your best bet. If you don't have
an Admin employee, the college
student option is great for this
task.
Give the Admin clear
examples from your information
sources of what you are looking

for and how you want it communicated back to you.

Company

Current
Close

What do you want from
the Admin?

Phy~1cian.'>

You want the Admin to
deliver a summary version of
the "nuggets" they find that are
directly related to what you need
to know. This means a "copy
and paste" of text (either to a
document or in the body of an email). without links! Links will
just put you back into TMI.
The first few times your
Admin performs this task for
you, the result may not be exactly what you want or need. Take
some extra time up front to communicate again with your
Admin about what you want and
what you don't want. I le or she
is certain to get it right in a short
time.

(lkmncll Comn-cn:ial Corp
National RV Ifolding' Inc
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continued on page 39
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"Laws were made to be brolcen"
Christopher North, May, 1830
"Had laws not been, we never had been blam 'd; for
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Str William Davenant
1606 1668
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sions. from hO\\ to maXIm lie
returns on Jlarvard 's cash to using financial mstruments calll'd
svv aps. to hedge agamst the risk of ri;ing intl'rest rates a hedge that
\vould ultimate!) backfire.
In Harq\fd ·s 2001-2002 financial report. Summers's opening
letter states ... Dunng Ill) first year as President. we took the oppor
tunity to look anC\\ at some of llarv<trd's fmancwl procetlurcs to
make sure we arc making the most of our resources ... lie closes the
letter noting the need for .. prudent fiscal management."
Despite-the warmngs from Meyer. llaf\ ard Management 's ch1cf
for 15 years. Summers felt the cash risk was worth taking at the
time. according to people who knov. h1m. lie was not the sole dcc1
sion maker on the matter: Members of the financial staff. a broader
tinancial advisor) committee. and the universtty 's elite s1x-membcr
board all weighed in. But Summers was a powerful advocate, and
with the returns so good for so long. there was little support for exer
c1sing caution.
And soon. Harvard would enter a period of upheaval. Meyer left
in the fall of 2005. after clashing w1th Summers over the compensation of the endowment staff. And Summers announced his own rcsignallon in f·ebruary 2006-as it happened, just days after the
arrival of Meyer's successor. EI-Erian. A month later, I larvard's top
in-house financial official. Ann E. Berman. vice president for
finance. also resigned.
Summers was gone by Jul) that year. but not before EI-Erian
1ssued a new round of warnings about what he saw as an alarmmg
amount of cash bemg put at risk 1n the endowment pool. according
to several people who were there. El I nan left llanard after JUS!
two years. at the end of 2007. to return to his old bond firm. PIMCO.
Both he and Meyer declined to comment on v.hethcr the cash con
ccrns contnbutcd to thc1r decision to lea\ C.
For other university officials. warnings about Harvard's finances
were easy to gloss over. The endowment had been a virtual money
machine for more than 15 years. and the markets were sti ll rising in
2006. And after Summers resigned. forced out by an angry faculty
after comments about women lagging in the scie nces and other controversies. there were more urgent fires to tend to.
Derek Bok, a former Harvard president from the '70s and '80s.
took over as interim president. He was. h} his own admissiOn,
unplugged from the complexities of the financtal picture.
" I concentrated on academic issues,., Bok said in a Globe interview. lie said that his stre ngth was not in investments and that
Harvard had an experienced treasurer and board to oversee those
issues. " I think they would have come to sec me if there were really important changes," he said.
Harry Lewis. a Harvard professor a nd a former dean of the col
lege. attributes the failure to address the university's financial risks
to the a ncient structure of the llarvard corporation. ~h i ch functions
as its board. "With only the stx fellows plus the president, there is
inevitably goi ng be a lot of deference to the people who seem to
have the most authori ty. especially if the president is strong-willed ...
Lewis said. "Whether or not anyone in particular made a mistake in
this situation. it shows a fundamental structural problem. The power
is just in the hands of too few people with too little accountability."
!he cash in the general operating account exceeded $6 b11lion h)
the ttnll' Bok and EI-Erian left. Problems were starting to surface in
housmg and the credit markets in 2007. But still the cash poliC)
went unchanged. It \vasn't until early 200R that a chorus of concern
\vas nsing from members of the linaneial staff. prokssors on <Hh 1sor} committees, and the board I he) dc..:tded to ~l.trt pulltng ~ome
of the .:a~h out of' the cndo\\ ment
co/1/llllletf 011 page 14
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Pasadena-based Communit) Bank signl'd a s1x year. S I m1llion
leasl' for
7.4k sq.
ft. at the
16-acre
masterplanned
Waters i d e
Center
office
campus.
bringing
the total
of
new

lease s~~~~~~~~~==================~~~

signed in
C_o_"_"_"_u_n_ir_y_B_a_'-:::'f.:._·-----:---::-----:----'
the past 12 months to more than 42k sq. ft. Community Bank. a
regional business bank with $2.5 billion in assets and 14 Southern
California offices. will relocate from 1ts existmg space at 430 North
Vineyard in Ontario to the fivc-stOl). I OOk sq. ft. liniversit) Plata.
one of three Class A buildings comprising the Waterside
Center................ln a separate transaction. legal publishing compan)
Personnel Concepts. which signed a live-year lease in late 2008 for
23k sq. ft. in the threc-stOl) 75k sq. ft. Waterside Center I. has
-.igncd a lea".: expansiOn for an additional 4k sq. ft. tn a transaL11on
valued at S350k ... In thl' past 12 months we've s1gned four new tenants at Waterside with an aggregate lease \alue of nearly S5 mil."'
says Jack llileman. prcs1dent of The Hileman Company. whose
firm developed Waterside Center in a joint venture with PCCPLLC.
Hileman also developed and owns the fully-leased 150k sq. ft.
HavenPark project located in nearby Rancho Cucamonga. Among
the leases signed at Waterside Center during that period include engineering giant Parsons Service Company which signed a long-term
lease for 7.8k sq. ft. at Waterside Center I. After suffering a loss in
2008 of major tenant Fremont Investment due to their bankruptcy.
Waterside Center I and Universit) Plaza have significantly recov-

""'!!Pif!l!,.!ll.lli.Fl~liiii·P'-1 eare
red

and
now
8 5 %
leased and
6 5 %
l eased
respectiv e I y.
Waters i d e
Center I
was represented in

1!11

b 0

l

h

_____. trans a c-

~.-o;;;;.._....;.;......_.....__...

] liOns h)
Ia) lor lng
of CB RJ(.:h,trd I lh~. Communi!~ Bank anJ Personnel Concepts
were repped h~ lng and V11..:hat:l
w111uwetl ollf'llt:c 19
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MO,.'FIVATlON III
A Shark School for Goldfish: Seven Ways You Can Thrive in a Sea of Change
By Jon Gordon
Jettison your anger. Still
fuming over your bad fortune?
You 've been angry, sad, and
upset long e nough. It's time to
let it all go. Forgive the company. Forgive your employe rs.
Re lease the bitterness. Know
that you can 't create your
future by focusing on the past.
Gordon says after he was laid
off, he made a conscious decision to forgive his company for
letting him go and forgiving
him for only two weeks worth
of severance pay.
"I chose to thank them, not
hate them," he recalls. " Making
the decision to let that bitterness go helped me to think
more clearly and have more
energy to take positive action."
Say to yourself, I have a
dream. Then start working to
achieve it. Having studied
many
successful
people,
Gordon says he's found that
they all can pinpoint the
moment where they decided
what they truly wanted to
achieve in life. It makes sense.
If you know what you truly
want out of life, then you will
do whatever it takes to make it
happen. A job loss is a great
opportunity to start fresh and
ask yourself what you truly,
truly want.
" When I lost my job, I realized that though I was initially
sad to lose it, I hadn't been
truly happy,'' says Gordon.
"So, I took a moment and asked
myself what I truly wanted to
do with my life. What was I
horn to do? I asked. Why am I
here? After a few days of thinking, the idea to open a franchise
restaurant, which would hopefully allow me time to write,
popped in my head. And off I
went toward achieving my
dream."
Have a little faith and
take a lot of action. What do
faith and fear have in common?
They believe in a future that

hasn 't happened yet. And the
main thing that separates them
is hope , or a lack the reof. Faith
believes in a positive future,
while fear believes in a negative future. Think about it. The
rest of your life hasn't happened yet. Why not choose to
believe that good things are
coming your way?
"Faith empowers you to
take action, and it also gives
you the strength you need to
face the fears that might otherwise sabotage your joy and
success," says Gordon. "I'll be
the first to admit that starting a
new life isn't easy- for sharks
or for goldfish. It's natural to
feel fear of the unknown, of
failure . of not being good
enough. Goldfish let this fear
paralyze them, but sharks
choose to swim ahead, believing that the best is yet to come.
Faith and belief in a positive
future lead to powerful actions
today!"

Start each morning with
the ...h~ things" question.
When you get up each morning, ask yourself this one question: What are the three things
/need to do today that will help
me find the job and create the
success that I desire ? Then,
take action on those three
things every day until you've
achieved them. This is a great
way to keep feeding your positive energy.
"You may not get there in
two days, a week. or even a
month," he says. "But every
day you'll be one step closer to
your goal. And. eventually, you
will get there. Or maybe you'll
find yourself somewhere even
better."
Swim harder and farther
every day. Only those who
work hard are able to successfully ride the waves of change.
Those who exert the most
focused effort toward creating
a new career or landing a great

job are those who will find the
opportunities. There's no substitute for hard work. Not talent, not intelligence, and not
privilege .
"Sure, a positive attitude is
a must. but to really mean
something, it's got to be
accompanied by focus and
action," Gordon points out.
" Hard work has been, is, and
always will be the key to success. Now more than ever, you
must be willing to work harder
than everyone else. We lost
sight of this during the economic boom, but I believe this
current economy is getting us
back to the fundamentals that
truly matter. The harder you
work, the luckier you become."

Take a "glass 89.8 pen:eat
full" approach to the recession. The statistics can be hard
to get out of your head when
you're searching for a job. But
unlike the pundits on TV, who
are all too pleased to focus on
the most negative numbers
available, you can choose to
focus on the flip side. Rather
than fixating on I 0.2 percent
unemployment, focus on 89.8
percent employment.
''Dwelling on the higher
number will likely be better for
maintaining a positive state of
mind during your job search,"
says Gordon.
Choose to be humble and
hungry. Be humble, advises
Gordon. Know that you don't
have all the answers and can
learn something from everyone. Know that there are
always new ways to learn,
improve, and get better. Be
open to advice. Be open to
learning a new skill and trying
a job you haven' t thought of
before.
Also, be hungry: Seek out a
mentor, take him to lunch, and
model his success. Think of his
life as a blueprint you can follow. Continuously improve and

seek out new ideas and new
s trategies.
" These are two very important H-words." says Gordon.
" By remaining humble and
hungry after my job loss. I was
able to focus on and learn the
things that made it possible for
me to run a restaurant. write.
and speak. In short, being humble and hungry helped me
achieve another great H-word:
happiness!"
It's true that the change we
are experiencing is like nothing
we've experienced. After all,
the cheese hasn ' t just been
moved. It's been swept away
by an economic tidal wave.
However. despite the unemployment rate and economic
conditions, you can still be successful. Whether it's starting
your own business or finding a
new job, now is a time when
those with a positive attitude.
ability to focus, and great work
ethic will shine. Food is scarcer
than it was, but there is still
plenty of food for those who
are willing to work hard. stay
positive, and find it.
About the Author:
Jon Gordon is the author of
"The Shark and the Goldfish:
Positive Ways to Thrive During
Waves of Change " For more
information.
please
visit:
www.JonGordon.com.
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future isn't what it used to be. We
have spent income we are never
going to earn.

continued from pg. 7
We cannot count on consumers to get u · out of this. The Federal
government is helping some with a poorly designed stimulus plan.
But it's exports that we will need to rely on going forward. We need
to tum our shopping malls into factories. That will take some time .
Until then. expect weaker than normal growth, and expect a labor
market that gets better than it is, but remains moribund.

Conclusion: Don't Bet the Ranch on A Strong Recovery
It is hard to be optimistic about consumers leading us out of this
recession, but it's best to recognize that the problem with household
balance sheets is mostly about mortgages and home prices. It's the
uncertainty about the future that is really ktllmg us; it's not processing the bad news that has already arrived. We are all worried about
as many as 5 million foreclosures still to come and significant further deterioration in home prices, making our balance s heets all the
worse. But home prices do show some signs of life, and if we could
get some appreciation again. it would bring buyers out of the woodwork and clear out the inventory of unsold homes both those officially listed for sale and those currently being held off the market in
hopes of better times ahead. That is not a likely scenario, and the
conventional forecast, like our own, calls for a troubled recovery.

California: Recovery From
the Recession and the Great Budget
Head Fake
By Jerry Nickelsburg
Senior Economist, UCLA Anderson Forecast
In preparing the December update and forecast we observed that
our September forecast was, in the main, right on track with the
numbers we were seeing. Our forecast was for increased unemployment coupled with decreases in job loss; increases in exports and
manufacturing, continued declines in commercial construction and
the beginnings of a turnaround in consumption.
The numbers show unemployment rising and hitting levels at the
top of our forecast range in October, payroll employment job losses
diminishing and net job gains in October, export demand, which
directly affects California manufacturing and agriculture, continuing
to increase and non-durable goods manufacturing beginning to grow
once again.
As expected, construction employment is diminishing and new
job losses are increasingly concentrated in the commercial construction arena. And Californians are spending a bit more. Sales and use
taxes and corporate income taxes both beat state forecasts in the
month of October.
But one curious anomaly stood out. With all of the hue and cry
about the California state government running out of money and a
monstrous $40 billion plus shortfall in the combined fiscal 2008 and
fiscal 2009 state budgets, employment in state government barely
budged. When there are ostensibly huge cuts in spending and little
response in the direct employment supported by that spending, one
is led to the conclusion that those spending cuts are, at least in part,
not there. This answer had been hinted at for some time and was succinctly called out in a November LAO Report.
In sports, a head fake is a move which gets you to look in the
wrong direction for a sufficient amount of time so that when you discover that you have looked the wrong way, it is too late to correct the

Dece mber 2009
error. In this case it is a July budget agreement which purported to
include sources of revenue and spending reductions which we re any·
thing but guaranteed. In fact it would have been reasonable to
assume that at least some of the budget solutions could not come to
fruition . This head fake resulted in the budget shortfall being lobbed
forward into the next budget year. The LAO report predicts that the
20 I 0/20 II budget will have to be balanced through a combination of
spending cuts and (possibly) new revenues to the tune of 20+ billion
dollars. Our estimates are sli ghtly more optimistic, but only slightly.
Some of the estimated fiscal 2010 budget shortfall is being gene rated by mandated increases in spending which will have to be offset
by new reve nues or cuts e lsewhere in the state budget, and others are
being generated by the need to make up for the shortfall in fiscal
2009 revenues.
So what are we to make of the Great Budget Head rake? Is th is
another dtsaster for California? Is our previous forecast invalid even
though it appears to be tracking the California economy to th is
point? As it turns out , like a Kobe Bryant head fake to an L.A.
Lakers' fan, not all head fakes are bad. By changing the time pro file
of some of California's painful cuts in state spending so that they
occur after the depths of the recession trough are passed , the impact
may well end up being a net positive.
To be sure, the recurrent budget crises and the systemic problems
of government finance in California are a huge negative and they
will require fundamental reform if such painful and costly episodes
are to be avoided in the future. But the impact of this particular event
does not. as one might think at flfst blush, engender another economic disaster for the state.

Labor Markets on the Mend
While we, as with most forecasters, underestimated the severity
of the recession, we did get the pattern right. In December of las t
year, our forecast was for labor markets to improve in California by
the fourth quarter of this year. The carnage of the first quarter whe n
a third of a million jobs evaporated and the ranks of the unemployed
swelled by over 400,000 has now abated. Though the total job loss
in October was 94,000 jobs, a large number, a reduction in the size
of the labor force was such that the ranks of the unemployed gre w
by only 36,000.
Individuals exit the labor force for many reasons. Some exit
because they are discouraged, while others decide to go back to
school or to migrate out of state, and others take time off for travel
or other pursuits. Importantly, the CES data, which is based on a
larger sample and on mandated employer reporting of payrolls,
showed growth in non-farm payroll employment of 25,700 jobs.
This is the first growth in payroll jobs in California since April 2008
and the largest growth in payroll jobs since July 2007, five months
before the recession began.
The trend in employment through the year outside of the construction, durable goods manufacturing and retail sectors is evident.
Job losses in the services and in non-durable goods manufacturing
were widespread in the first two quarters of the year. In the four
months ending in October, job losses are considerably lower than the
previous trimesters and four sectors, health care, wholesale trade,
non-durable goods manufacturing, and education are moving into
net additions to employment.
The situation is even more encouraging when we focus on
October. All of the sectors in Chart I added jobs except other services and non-durable goods manufacturing. So these sectors, representing just under 2/3 of all payroll jobs in the state, are beginning
to grow and show promise of leading California labor markets out of
the recession.
The balance of private sector
continued on page 16
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Premier Service
Bank Names
Gregory Savino
as Executive
Vice President
and Chief Credit
Officer
Kerry 1.. Pendergast , prcsi
dent and CEO of Pre mier
Sen icc Bank, a California
state-chartered bank headquartered in Riverside . announced
that Gregor) )av 100 has been
appointed executive vice prestdent and chief credit officer.
Sav 1no wdl supervise all
aspects or the bank's lending
function.
.. Mr. Sav mo 's background.
experience a nd focus are
extreme!) complementary to

::::_p_: : E: : M
: :=:::I~E:;::P. '...RVICE
the operatmg. philosophy of
Premier Service Hank." said
President and CEO Kerry L.
Pendergast. ··w e arc extreme ly
fortunate to have someone of
G reg ·s cal iber joi n o ur executive management team a nd we
look forward to Greg bc mg an
active contributor to the longterm success of the bank ...
Sav 1no has 26 years of
experience in bank ing. cmphaslllng credit re\'lev. a nd c redit
adm inistration thro ugho ut his
career. Prior to join ing Premie r
Se n 1ce Bank. he serve d lo r
three years as exec utive v1cc
president and ch1ef cre dit offi cer at a state-chartered bank in
Orange County with assets o f
ove r $200 mtllio n. Pnor to that
position. Savmo served for six
years. from 2000 to 2006. as
e xecutive vice president/credit
administrator of a national bank
headquartered in Los Angeles
with assets of over $250 million at the ttme he left.
Premier Sen ice Bank is a
full -service bank with offices in
Riverside and Corona.
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in S250 million chunks-quarterly.
according to llan·ard Mficials
ccmtinucdji"om pg. 10
briefed on the plan. But it \\as too
late. The) got one slug of mom!) out in March 2008. and then the
markets seitcd up.
The \Cry thing that the former endowment chiefs had worried
about and warned of for ~o long then came to pass. Am1d plunging
global markets. Harvard would lose not only 27 percent of its $37
billion endowment in 2008. but $1.8 billion of the general operating
cash--or 27 percent of some $6 billion invested. llarvard also
would pay $500 million to get out of the interest-rate swaps
Summers had entered into. which imploded when rates fell instead
of rising. The university would have to issue $1.5 billion in bonds to
shore up its ca-;h position. on top of another $1 billion debt sale. And
there were layoffs. pay freezes. and deep. university-wide budget
cuts.
While the global markets were in free fall in September 2008, the
nation's most prominent university. with the largest endowment. had
barely enough financial hands on deck.
On campus. Daniel Shore was technicall) the guy at the controls. lie was acting chief financial officer and would formally get
the job. and the \ice president's title, in October. lie was the third
person to hold the job in as many years. The head of the endowment
was new. And the Goldman Sachs & Co. veteran whom President
Drew l·aust had just hired to report to her on the university's
finances. Edward Forst. was summoned to Washington for a month
to help with the federal bank bailout.
Rothenberg. the trea~urer. was home in l.os Angeles. tending to
his day job as a mutual fund executive. Since becoming treasurer in
2004. in the Summers· era. Rothenberg. 63. has made 65 crosscountry flights to Cambridge. slightly more often than monthly.
according to a tall) hy his assistant. lie handles other llarvard busine s hy telephone. inducting early-morning conference calls \\ ith
O\ orsccr-.. But he earns his li\ ing ,ts chairn1an of Capital Research
and \1anagement Co .. a $900 hillion-assct investment firm that
manages the American funds and is admired for producing steadier
retur~., than many rivab. and losing less in bad times. Rothenberg is
also a portfolio manager. personally handling billions of dollars in
two giant fund,.,, the Growth Fund of America and the Washington
Mutual lmestors l·und.
In a March 2007 inten icw, Rothenherg told the Harmrd
Ga;:ettc. ''Most im estors invest looking in the rean icv.c mirror. The
problem with that is you make the most money by anticipating
change. I spend a great deal of my time thinking about how the
world will look three or four years from now."
Even v.cith the losses. Rothenberg said. the cash strategy has
earned Harvard returns averaging 8.9 percent over the pa~t I 0 years.
He and other university officials say the cash pool is still ahead of
where it would have been. if invested more conservativ!!IY all along.
But no one could be specific about what that net gain has been.
Harvard won't stop investing the cash entirely. Rothenberg said,
but the past year has "taught us a great deal about the critical importance of maintaining an appropriate focus on risk and liquidity." he
told the Globe.
No one wants to repeat the black day when university officials
had to swallow hard and reveal a $1.8 billion loss. For Harvard's 30
overseers, that news came a<; a surprise. a full year after they'd been
told to expect losses in the endowment. It came at an Oct. 4 meeting
on campus. just days before the university disclosed the news publicly.
Said one overseer. speaking on the condition of anonymity
because he wasn't authoritcd to talk about Harvard business: "It
wasn't a happy thing."
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the liberal legislature's anti-business stance. California once again
colllinucdjimn pg. I
faces a $21 billion shortfall.
While some ~•ill suggest more tax 111creases. I believe the only
real solution is to free the private sector from the ridiculous regulatiOns that are holding businesses back.
Equal to the structural reforms there must be a change 111 attitude when It comes to private business in this state. We must create
an atmosphere that encourages job development, not one that drives
businesses out of this state or out of existence.
With unemployment at 14.5 percent in San Bernardino and
Riverside Counties and 12.5 percent in California, we can and must
make private sector job creation our top priority, especially stimulating small business growth. Instead of killing jobs. we need to kill
every unneeded and unnecessary rule and regulation in Califorma.
As we look toward the 2010 legi lative session I remain committed to voting for a budget that doesn't include any new taxes.
pushing for reforms that will ensure spending stays in line with re\enucs and cutting the red tape that continues to make California the
most expcnsi~e place 111 America to do business.

Mil ken Report Highlights California's Woes
The Milken Institute has released an economic report on the
best and worst performing cities in the United States. Not surpris
ingly. Texas. a state that offers a
continued on page 19
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SALES AND MARKETING
Grow Your Business With Mobile Applications
By Brendan Lim and
Mobile applications. or
apps for short. arc the future for
today's businesses. While many
people associate apps for the
iPhone,
Blackberry.
and
Googlc Android devices as
simply fun and games. the fact
1s that any business can create
an app that generates customer
interest. garners client loyalty,
and positions your company as
the 111dustry leader.
Just how prevalent are
apps? A recent New York Times
article reports that nearly half
(48 percent) of phone users
shop for apps more than once a
week. About the same number
(49 percent) report using apps
on their phone for more than 30
minutes a day. Additionally,
people download an average of
23.6 applications to their phone
and use an average of 6.8 apps
every day. Clearly, the app
trend is taking off, and smart
businesses are claiming their
share of this market niche by
developing their own apps for
both internal and external use.
Since most people's mobile
devices arc always connected.
when you offer your customers
a useful app, you're giving
them the opportunity to access
your services from anywhere or
to simply build a bond with
your brand. For example, a
pizza delivery chain could offer
an app that enables customers
to order their pizza right from
their phone. As part of this app,
there is location awareness
technology so that the pizza
comes right to their door without them having to type in an
address. It also has the ability
to save the customer's favorite
menu items for easy ordering
the next time. Additionally, the
customer's credit card information is already pre-loaded, or
they can put the charge to their
cell phone bill. If you were the
only pizza delivery company
with this app available, you

would definitely get a share of
your competitors' loyal customers.
But apps don't have to be
that complex. !·or example, a
large retail store could have an
app that gives a detailed map of
the store aisles so customers
can easily find what they're
looking for. Or an amusement
park can have a map of the park
with estimated wait times on
each ride clearly defined. You
can make your app as simple or
complex as you like so long as
it's somcthmg that offers value
to your customers.
Whether you've considered
crcatmg an app for your company or arc just learning about
this business development
option. following arc some
points to keep in mind:

Your customers are
always on the go.
Companies need to realize
that their customers are busy
and rely on their cell phones to
stay connected with the world.
In fact, most people consider
their cell phone their most
important tool and couldn't
imagine life without it. So if
you think your customers will
naturally think of you in the
midst of their hectic life. you
need to think again. By not having an app that keeps your customers engaged. you are potentially losing market share to
those companies that do offer
apps. Any company, large or
small, can develop and benefit
from a customer-focused app.

Today's mobile phones
are
complex
all-in-one
devices.
People today rely on their
cell phone for much more than
telephone calls. For many people. their cell phone is also their
GPS device, their camera, their
day planner, their radio, their
customer relationship tool, and

Chri.~
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the1r handheld v1deo gaming
device. Today's phones are
essentially
m1n1-computers.
Since customers are using their
phones for so many varied
tasks, it's essential that your
company creates an app that
will make people's lives easier
or more productive.

Know who your customers really are.
With so many mobile platforms out there. you need to
know which one the majority of
your customers arc on. Each
platform has different app
requirements and development
framework. That's why you
need to know your customers.
for example. if your target
market is business professionals, you'd likely want to create
your app for the Blackberry;
however. if your target market
is general consumers. then the
iPhone may be your best
choice. Since developing an
app will cost money, you want
to create it for the right platform that will reach the majority of your customers. Then, as
your app grows in popularity
and success. you can redesign it
for the other platforms.

An app can boost your
bottom line.
A well-designed app can
help your company's profits in
two ways. First, when you
engage your customers, create a
bond with them, or simply offer
them a useful applicationthey will think of you whenever they have a need for your
product or service, and they'll
refer others to you. You'll attain
the coveted top-of-mind awareness with them, which will naturally result in more sales.
Second. the app you offer can
be either free or for a fee. Free
apps tend to be promotional in
nature, novel, or designed to
support an existing app that

already bnngs in revenue. Fccbased apps arc generally more
thoroughly developed and
designed to actually have a
value that a person would be
willing to pay for. for many
companies. their fee-based app
can be a new revenue stream. In
fact. some companies arc built
entirely around mobile apps.

Seek out an experienced app vendor.
Creating an app could be a
b1g undertaking for an organization without a tcchmcal background and that docsn 't have
experienced people in house to
do it. Therefore. you need to
find the right company to
develop your app. It's best to
find a vendor that has previously developed mobile apps. and
one that has worked on multiple platforms so you can eventually put your app on all cell
phones. Ultimately. any company of any size and in any industry can have an app; it's just a
matter of finding the right partner to walk you through it.

Mobilize Your Business
Mobile applications are a
great way for companies to stay
in contact with customers and
build their brand. If you ignore
this emerging business trend.
you could potentially lose a lot
of business by not catering to
your
mobile
audience.
Remember that today's consumers are addicted to their cell
phones. Some people don't
even have a hon1c phone anymore-their cell phone is their
connection to the world. Smart
businesses are taking the steps
to make sure they are part of
that lifeline people have. The
more useful your apps are for
your customers, the more profitable your business will be.

For more information visit
www.Intridea.CQm.
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stimulus package ts hcginnmg to lJ<' allocated to California firms ,md
Ill'\\ \entut\' cap11al money '' ht•ginrung to 110\\ into th<' Silicon
\'aile) ollc<' .1gai ll.
I urnmg 110\\ w thl' public sector. our C'\Pl'ct,llion \\as to S<'e dra
matic cuts in cmplo)nwnt as tlw Ill'\\ budget \\Cnt into place . With a
twluction in the ( icncral I und supported C'\penditurl's from s I 03B
in fiscal 2007 to X4.6B tll fiscal '09 . both fiscal ·ox and II seal '09
should ha\ e seen
substantial drops
CHART II
in
go\Crnment
Change in Payroll Employment, S.A.
employment.
I or local go\ ,' 10
<'rnmcnts.
faced
~ 20
• om trwtUon
\\
ith
rC\'CllUC
....,
shortfalls
and
tv•~Goock
•o
reduced
st.ltc
so
transkrs,
the
2001>-QI
1009::12
1009 Juty.Oct
drop tll employment is l'\ tdcnt. :\lor<' than 10.000 Jobs were eliminated in 'OX and
there ha\C been nearly 20.000 morc thus far in '09 lor a total reduction of about 3'1 of the workforce. !·or state gtncrnment employment. the dl•clinc has been very moderate. Fiscal '08 actually saw an
increase 111 JObs and reductions only began this past September. !'he
c umulative rcduclion at the state level over the two tiscal years is
I.Y'f.
ben accounting for the fact that civil sen ice represents onl;
about 60'1 of state employment and that some of the cuts in spending from the general fund s:an be forced out onto local government
and higher education, these reduct"ontinued on page 25

l'lllplo:mcnt
construction.
durabk• goo(b manufacturing and
nmtmucd from pr.;. 12
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All I Want for Christmas Is the Harry Potter Box Set!!
By J. Allen Leinberger
othing says Christmas
Order" v.hen tt\ rebroadcast on
quite like a boxed set of DVDs.
the weekend. And the cable
Can there be a better way to eelchannels wtll be running that
ebrate the high point of the
episode for the next 10 years or
Christian calendar than to give
so. l'iVo and OVRs have made it
Season 7 of "Hawaii hve-0?"
possible to never miss a show.
OK. I exaggerate. But let's
whether you're out to the
be real. When someone points
movies or just can't catch two
out to you that the new remake
shows that arc on at the same
of "I he Pnsoner" on the AMC
time. Plus. you can run through
channel just wasn't a.s satisfying
those pesky commercials, which
as he remembered the old one,
pay for the sho\\ \ production in
or the lady in your life thinks the
the lirst place.
guy who played Starbuck in the
I hen too. you can rent
original "Battlestar Galactica"
DVDs If you wish. Netnex has
was really great in
put
the
"TheA-Tcam."it ~
video
is very easy to
stores out
drop
by
of business
Costco. or go
with
their
on-line
to
dtsks in the

D isc

A Ill a z 0 n Bl~-rall
mail with
and get the
::::7
no rewind
complete series to drop into a
late fees. Now Netflex also
stocking hung by the tree.
allows you to download m ovies
Here we are dealing with a
to watch almost instantly. Not to
part of the computer technology
be outdone. the cable companies
that simply didn't exist a decade
offer movies, shows and speor so ago. If you wanted to have
cials with their On Demand
every e pisode of, say the origichannel.
nal "Star Trek" series, or "The
At my home we never worry
X-Files," you had to buy them
about missing last week's
individually. And that got costly.
episode of "NCIS." We go to
If fact, everything we grew
sleep early on Saturday night
up thinking we knew about
and catch up on "Saturday Night
watching TV has changed. Just
Live" during the week. It costs
nothing. Just hit the button. And
about every show that ever was
is now available. e ither season
On-Demand also has just
by season. or the complete
released movies on DVD added
series. on DVD. Not to mention
to their list. Yes. you have to pay
every old movie ever made.
five o r six dollars. but it's
Now you can get them packaged
cheaper that a $20 DVD. Plus
by category. Clint Eastwood's
you can stop and start it as you
" Man- With-No-Name" Trilogy.
and the family wish.
The best of the MGM musicals.
Then there is iTunes. Each
Loony Tune cartoons. great war
week, as movies are released on
movies. The Hitc hcock collecDVD they are also available for
iTunes download. The Apple
tion-and so on.
There was a time, about 20
TV device allows you to watch
years ago, when ne two rks
the show on your TV. or you can
play it on your computer. You
feared what they called "timeshifting." It meant watching
can even feed the show to your
iPod. (I have found that watch"Hill Stree t Blues" when you
ing a movie on the little iPod
wanted to, not when it aired.
screen can be tough on your
Of course. now you can
eyes as well as your bauery.)
catch last week's "Law and

Keeping up with the competttton, Disney now offers three
coptes of each film. You get a
Blu-Ray copy for your new
player. plus a regular DVD copy
for portable players. like the one
you have in the back scat of the
car for the
kids. and a
digital COp)
to load into
your iPod
or computer
hard
drive. Forget Big
Brother. Walt Disney is everywhere.
This story is only part technology. There is a vast marketmg effort afoot as well.
Consider that after a film has
made millions in the theater. you
find out that there are hours

worth of deleted scenes. alternate endings and alternate
bcgmnings. Not to mention gag
reels. specials and documentaries about the film. ·r here is
actually an alternate ending version of "Titanic." I know. I
bought 11.
(If
you
want
to
find
out
what was different.
you'll just
have to buy it
yourself.)
In fact many movies get rereleased on DVDs several times.
You
may
know
that
"Biaderunner" has several versions out. So does "Close
Encounters." But the fact is that
continued on page 39
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Rebuilding After Difficult Times
By Tim Ursiny, Ph.D .. RCC
Man) peopk have had
finances de\astated, real estate
values drop, job challenges and
other difficulties in the recession that businesses have
recent!) e-.perienced. That said.
man) s1gns are no\\. pointing to
the end of the recession · and
O\\ ners and managers must tum
your ,111ention to rebuilding
lh e~ and finances . While
rebuilding ma) be difficult it is
also doabk if you folio'' '''o
main steps in the pwcess:
let go of the past
Develop ,1 capti\ating
plan
Within each of the steps
there can be a fe\.1. common
blocks. as \\ell as a practical
tactic for breaking free of the ·e
challenges.
Let go of t he past
Main challenge =Accepting
the losses
Many business people
have di fficultics rebuilding
because they refuse to accept
the losses. It is like someone
who has lost a loved one that
refuses to grieve at the funeral.
They do not want to accept the
loss. While this tendency is
completely understandable it
will also keep you stuck.
Individuals \.\.hO do not grieve
do not mO\l! on in life. And
while some people grieve with
tears and other~ with anger. it is
important for all of us to vent
out our hurts, disappointments
and losses.

What keeps us s tuck
Two main tendencies that
can keep people stuck are:
Staring at the rear view
mirror - Glancing in the rear
view mirror in your car alerts
you to dangers behind and can
help navigate the road successfully. However, if you were to
only stare in the rear view mir-

ror you would crash your car. It
1s like that in looking m your
past. It is good to glance at the
past and to learn from it.
I lowever. when an individual
gets locked in the past the) usu
all) crash their c urre nt and
future life.
Blame - Blame has a
short-tcm1 purpose of protecting one's sl'lf-estccm . When
you can blame someone else fo r
)Our difficultil's it IL'mporaril)
mak es ) ou fed g o od a bout
)Oursl'lf. Blanll' abo has another less ob\ ious purpose. \.\. hic h
is why the media mo ves to
blame someone so quickly even
in a natural disaster situation.
When someone else can be
blamed for something that goes
on in the world 11 g1ves the illusion of control. Sleep comes
easier because it is now
believed the world is much
more predicable than it really is.
Unfortunately, blame rarely
serves and distracts from learning all you can learn about
yourself when going through
tough times.
Breakin g free
One great way to mourn the
past is to write a venting letter.
This letter can be directed to
someone or can even be written
to God (note that many of the
Psalms in the Christian Bible
are wnting letters). In this letter
let all of your emotions out.
Don't worry about it being pretty or logical. but rather make
sure that it expresses how you
feel at the most primal level.
Write until you have nothing else left (and do not do this
in an e-mail form. you could be
venting to your boss and acci dentally send it out)!
When you arc done, read the
letter aloud a few times with
passion. Then burn it or tear it
up as a symbolic act of letting it
go! If done from the heart this is
a very effective way to release

the past.
De,elop a capthating plan
Ma111
challenge
Ove rcoming hesitancy
l.ettmg go o f the past is no t
e no ugh. as you must also create
the future When 11 1s time to
beg in again, man) peo ple arc
hes itant due to I\\ o fears that
can kee p the m stul·k.
What keeps us stuck
l·ca1 of failurL' - It 1s
<lbsnlutl'l) no rmal to be conce rne d ,!bo ut tailing as you try
to re build. rc,~ e nJOY failure
and some m o id 11 at all costs!
Fear of failure is one of the
most self limiting tcnde nc 1cs
and must be overcome in order
to create a successful and prosperous new life.
Fear of success - While
fear of failure is often obvious.
fear of success can be subconscious and less apparent. Many
people fear success because of

the ir perceptions o f what comes
with success includ1ng g reater
respo ns ibility. less !1 fc ba la nce,
hig he r expectations and even
the fear that o nce they get it
they may lose 11. I he re fo re.
some individuals sa bo tage their
success to g uara ntee that the)
will not have to deal wi th these
iss ues
Breaking free
As simplisti C as it sounds
there arc o nl y two main \\a) s to
deal w ith fear ,md that is to thp
or to dive. WhL' ll someone 1s
getting into a cold swunmi ng
pool the y have t\\ o c ho 1ccs.
Some peo ple arc th vc rs: the)
get on the di ving board , j ump
up and down a fc \.1. times a nd
then dive into the wate r. The)
experience a rush of pain. but
then they get usc to the wate r
quickly.
Others are dippers. I hey
s tick a toe in, then the fee t, the n

continued on page 39
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busi ness f'ril•nd l) e nvi ro nme n t.
dom111atcs the report as several o f
its cities ran ked amo ng the best

/.J

performing.
lle re's '' hat the report said about the I one S tar ~tate: " Texas
con11nued to benl'lit !'rom its concentration of o1l and gas ac ti\it) .
•1l though ::!009 has brought lower pnces. causing
moment um to wane.
everthe less, the state's
favorable bus1ness cl 11nate. combined with a
housmg decline that has been rclatiH' I) modes t
compared to that 111 other parts of' the country, has
placed le\as and its metros 111 an en\iable
pos1tion."
II e re's \.\.hat the report said about
the San lkrn,1rdino and Riverside
Count1cs: .. Perha ps no maJor
me tro a rea has bee n h1t harder b) the colla pse o f the
ho usi ng market than
Ri ve r s id e San
B e rn a rd i n o Ont a ri o.
\.
C alifo rnia.. . Jus t two
years ago . buoyed by a
strong constructio n secto r that was rac ing to keep up with an insatia ble de ma nd fo r ho us ing, Riverside ranked l rd amo ng all large
me tros in our 2007 index. Afte r droppmg 50 places each o f the past
two years. 1t has no w fallen to I 03rd place ...
As I've said be fo re. the Califo rnia Leg islature sho uld Jearn a
cominued on page 32
lesson from Te xas and prov ide a

Greater Riverside
Chambers of Commerce Offers New
30-Day Free Trial Membership for
Prospective Members
Through the strong voice of nearly I ,500 businesses, the Greater
Riverside Chambers of Commerce works together to strengthen the
local economy and promote the community. The c hamber offers
numerous opportunities to gain access. establish connections, and
obtain information that will help grow your business. If you or someone you know is interested in experiencing what the chamber has to
offer through a FRFE 30-day trial membership. call (951 ) 683-7100
to get started today!
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Day of CB R1chard l .lh s ........ ...... Recent signings by Amel"ican
College of Healthcarc a nd Chicago Title Insurance Compan}
haYe bro ug ht occupa ncy at both of Turner De,elopment
Corpomtion 's Pierce Stree t oflice developme nts to I OO'Yr. l'he
Pierce Street o ffi ce bulldmgs arc part of 'I urner Ri vcrwalk . a I ms f
master-planned business park that is compnsed o f 400k sq. ft. o f
o ffi ce
spa ce .
375k sq.
ft.
of
R&D ;md
indu strial
s p ace .
lOOk sq.
ft.
of
medi c al
o ffi ce
space ,
125k sq .
of
ft.

-------------.. r e t a i I
P/asripak Packaging Inc.
including

I

e 1 g h t
restaurants and a 132-room executive style hotel ............. Office
Master Inc., an office furniture manufacturer. signed a 63-month
lease for 101.7k sq. ft. of industrial space in western Ontario. The
building is located at 1110 S. Mildred Avenue within the Belmont and
Grove Business Park. Roger Rhoades. Milo Lipson and Michael
Arens of Grubb & Ellis Company represented the property owner,
Belmont & Grove Land Holdings LLC in the transaction. Belmont
Grove is a division of Panattoni Development Company. The tenant
was repped by CB Richard Ellis. According to Arens, the building is
"well-fitted for distribution throughout California and the U.S.,
which accommodates the tenant's needs."............There have been II
leases signed in just the past three months at four of the buildings
within
Empire r---------------------~~~
Towers. a
master
planned.
f i \ e building
business
center
contain ing over
525k sq.
ft.
of
Class A

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~!

o f f i ce
space in
Ontario.
CIP Real Estate owns the four buildings in partnership with
Guggenheim Real Estate. The recent deals encompass over 51 k sq.
ft. of space and are valued at more than $5.5 million. According to
Scott Fiemer, senior vice president
continued on page 27
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Controversy...

"Our examination revealed that
the state's economic analys1s 1s concontinucdfh>m pg. 3
sistent with other major independent
macroeconomic studies. including those fro·m the University of
California. the l:lectric Power Research Institute and Charles River
Associates," commented report author Chris Busch. "Each shO\\
stnmg statewide economic growth under AB 32. The story these
models tell is that climate solutions arc affordable and economic
growth 1s expected to be robust at the same tune that pollution reductions of the magnitude called for by AB 32 are achieved."

Highlights of the report include:
Three of four studies invol\e sophisucated Computable
General Fquilibrium type economic models. The Yarshney and
Tootelian study uses a less ad\ anced input-output model that does not
allow for shifts in production decisions based on energy prices.
lhree of four studies use the standard approach that involves
three steps: ll Forecastmg a Business As Lsual (BAL) scenario
(assumes AB 32 does not e>..ist) of Callfom1a \economy each year to
2020: 2) Developing a scenario of expected changes that result from
AB 32 implementation: 3) Computing difference between BusinessAs-Usual and AB 32 scenario.
lhe fourth study. Yarshney and Tootelian does not develop a
Business As Usual scenario and instead 1mposes CARB's estimates
of AB 32 costs only on 2008 data to e\'aluate economic impacts.
Ihrec of lour studies produce similar results showing sustained long-term economic growth with minimal impact from the
implementation of AB 32. Yarshney and 'lootelian produce dramatically ditlcrent results reflecting costs onl).
"Even without computmg a broad nmge of econom1c benefits
associated with reducing emissions. three of four mainstream studies
show similar results: robust economic growth in California after the
implementation of AB 32."' remarked Busch. "Our comparative
anal) sis shows clear I) that the Yarshne) and 'I ootchan study is an
outlier in assumptiOns. modeling and result.''
About Center for Resource Solutions
Cenkr for Resource Solutions !CRSl is a national nonprofit with
global 1m pact. CRS bnngs forth
colllil/l/( t! on pa~e 39

Gamut Property Services Opens
Regional Offices
Gamut Pro pert) Sen 1ces recently announced the opening of
regional offices throughout the West to service the REO market. New
locations 10 L<ts Vegas. Nevada: Phoemx. Arii'Ona: Stockton.
California: Inland Empire. San Diego and Orange Counties. will
focus on assisting banks. asset managers. investors and brokers with
the rehabilitation and preservation of foreclosed properties throughout the region.
"The Gamut brand is strong and will deliver a new level of professionalism and quality to the REO market. Our company has won
- - - - , numerous
industry
awards for quality workmanship and has been
rated one of the top specialty contractors m the
country. rhe Gamut name
reflects the comprehenSive range of services we
provide from a simple rckey to entire renovations.
No small detail is overlooked in preserving
properties
for
our
clients," stated Gamut
Companies'
President
Mark Scarlatelli. "The REO mdustry has seen a proliferation of
'trash out' style contractors but our hands on, full-service approach
makes us umque. We provide an unparalleled level of ser\'ICe to REO
professwnals," continued Scarlatelli.
Gamut h<Ls a well -established reputation in Southern California as
a full-scrv 1cc diversified. construction firm w1th a wealth of knowledge and experience in the REO industry. It is also a U:ED certified
contractor and a l:annic \1ae approved service provider. The company also prides itself on the strict environmental practices it utilitcs in
ever) phase or its activities. including the proper handling and disposal or waste products.
"We arc re,ldv to respond even
conlinued on f'a~e 39

Bundle your communications
services with Charter Business
and save up to 40% today.
• Charter Business High-Speed Internet'
lOMops, 10 e-<"8 I accounts and hosMg.
• Charter Business Telephone
DediCated bus1ness t1ne WIU tmlimlte<l Long D<stance & 12 essentJal calline
fea\ures
• Charter Business Cable TV'
Dig••, q\Jilll} ....., ••.re ~nd ~ound With mu t pie programn' ng package oplions
Call now for t11ts

888-537-2319

"GET THE CHARTER BUSINESS
BUNDLE BEFORE DECEMBER 31ST

AND YOU MAY QUAUfY FOR
A FREE $200 GIFT CARD.

limited lima otter

....

Charter#!
Business
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Why Did the Last Two
Recoveries Disappoint?
I here really wasn't a reCO\cry from the 2001 rcccss1on. which
more accurate!) would be called the Internet Comeuppance. fhe
desperate race by busmcss to have the coolest Website drove the U.S.
cconom) above normal levels. and when prof1ts tllsappomted and
business pulled the rug on tech spending. the economy returned to its
nom1al growth path. I hat was convergence from abO\'C, illustrated
Ht:utt-1
l nol,ath .. ulllht•r~ofc•u.:c.·from\orntal(,w"lh
in l'tgurc I.
....
while the usual
recovery
is
co1Hcrgcncc
from beltm.
Joigurc
2
Rt..--co\1."")
the
( on\crgc:nce from Ht•low illustrates
payroll
L <;
employment
\V 1th a lou scale
-;o that straight hill'S rL'present constant rates of grov.th. lh1s ~·1gure
I tli a\v s an arnl\\ connecting the 19SlJ peak \v ith the 2006 peak to
reprl'Sl'nt "normal" employment gnl\\ th. With this as the nornMI. the
con\'ergcncc from above in the 2001 recession is vcrv clear.
I he other recessiOn \V ithout a rccon~ry was the. llJlJ0/91 recessiOn. It had a squa-;hcd v shape \\ ith ,1 longer and not-so steep first
stroke and a longer and not so steep scLond stroke. lhe mildness of
this recessiOn Jed CCOnOmiStS tO cxp),IJn that the l .S. econOm) expenenced a Great Moderation comconttnued on page 24
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~Business Financial Review There's a lot resting on
your shoulders, but that's why you started your own business,
because you knew you could do things better. Over the years,
your business has overcome a lot of challenges and today, you're
looking for better ways to manage expenses. At Wells Fargo,
we're here to help. With our free business financial review, we
will evaluate your business's needs to ensure that you have all
the right tools in place, so you can continue doing what you love
well into the future. You've worked hard to get where you are; let
Wells Fargo help you through these tough times. Call, click or
stop by and talk with a Wells Fargo banker today.
Together we'll go far

l009W~IIs F•'9" Bani< N A All r ght reserved MeMber FDIC '124966 14243)
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1OOth Anniversary Gala Celebration!
Join the Ontario Chamber of Commerce for an evening of toasts, good
cheer and gourmet delights as we celebrate our 1OOth year of serving
the City of Ontario and its business community. The program will consist
of the installation of the 2009-201 0 Board of Directors, Small and Large
Businesses of the Year and our inaugural Citizen of the Year award.

U S Bank rs one of the strongest banks rn the Inland Emprre. Our strengths have
never been more aligned wrth the needs of our nation. Our stability makes us even
more qualifiCd to serve you. We arc well caprtahzed. ready to lend and parsed to help
every customer from coast to coast come through these extraordmary times wrth
flying colors
This IS as much a p01nt of pnde as a pomt of d1stmct1on We are, and will conllnue to
be a strong stable bank positioned for long-lenm growth while serv1ng our customers

0Jl1J.lfllrllOChambcr of C01mncroe
( rkbrail/. q It

'/}-.tr•

I a' ( Cllitl(f I, m ( !hambcr

BAE SYSTEMS

January 22, 201 0
5:30p.m.- 9:00p.m.

Our rrudent approach to banking ras made us ar ndustry leader n cap1tal generation
Our loan growth and dcpos1t growth arc reflective of our ~tratrg1c revenue focus And
thanks to the extraordinary. best m class customer ~erv1ce of 011r employees we are
growing slronger every day

Citizens Business Bank Arena

As our nat1or recovers, we will use that strength to make our country stronger too.
And we are here to make sure all your financ1al dreams take flight

Tickets and Information:

All of [!D serving you-

909.984.2458
Chaffey College

www.ontario.org

[!Ijbank
usbank.com
~·

be; f\JC
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mencing in 1985. While cconomtsts are still debating why this
recession \\as so m1ld. most list
amicipatOI) mterest rate reductiOns as an Important contributing factor I igun.' ' tl lustratcs
the interest rates chosen b) the
l·cd at the ends of all of our
e\pansions "mce \\ W II.
!'he
dark line rcprcsentmg the end of
t~

lsn 't that enough to create
some pent-up demand?

l "· l'a> roll ! mplo) ment

~~~~e,pam1onh~1n~rest

ratt' reductiOn commencing
almost t\\ o ) ears before the
tx·gmntng ol the 1990 recession
111 1990()4.
All of the other
t'pisodt's h;l\ c the I ed interest
r.lle cuts a coincident or bare!)
lt'ading indicator or tlw recession.
In summar). \\ e didn't get
mu~.:h of .1 rl'CDH'I) 111 these I\\ o
instanct's lor t\\ o different rcasons:
I. llJlJON I: A lt'ngth) mild
dO\\nturn is follo\\Cd b; a
length) mild recover).
2. 200 I: Com ergence from
above does not ha\e a recovery
at all.

We Arc Starting to
Ha\e Pent-up Demand
for Homes
Is there a wa) to
dctern11ne 1f the IO\\ levl'ls of bulld1ng OYer the
last )Car have created
(hidden) pent up demand
tor housmg? With a little

,..,""'
'''"'"'

econometric hocus pocus we
can get an idea about \\hcthcr
the current stock of homes 1s too
great. too small or JUSt nght.
Figure 5 displays housmg starts
and "normal" starts found b)
regressing starts on the labor
force and a t 1me trend and the
product of the two. though t111S
is a rough measure. will act as if
starts bciO\v th1s estimated nor
CO/IIIIIIIi'd

on page 33

r~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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tions seem too moderate. In fact,
th1s 1s the Great Budget Head Fake.
Thc cu ts tha t were pu bl.ICI7e
· d and
the cuts that were actua.ily made were somewhat d1ffercnt. So spending was h1gher than expected and job losses were lower than expected. rhat of course has implications for labor markets gomg forward
which will be discussed below.
.
colllilllled from pg. 16

The Other Side of a Volatile Tax Revenue System
The underlying systemic problem with California's recurrent fi.
seal crisis is a heavy reliance on a very volatile tax base for funding
state government. But this cuts both ways. Gomg into the recession,
revenues , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
tax
plummet at a
Chart Ill
Cumulat>ve Employment Change
greater rate than
State and local Government
private
sector
10
econom1c acuvi1). Coming out
10
of a recessiOn,
when the pnvate
lO
economy
is
\0
grow mg.
tax
-to
revenue should
•\tlti"C.,l'l M111H•·ut
•Lout ho ..,nu..-,\1
soar relative 10
pnvatc sector economic activity. As my colleagues argue in their
articles on the national outlook, this recovery will be a bit different
as consumers, saddled with high debt. arc not likely to come roaring
back. Nevertheless, whatever growth obtained in the private sector
should be amplified 111 public sector revenues.
I he data shO\\ this clear!). The average percentage increase in a
weighted a\·crage of personal income. corporate mcome. sales and
usc, and sin taxes in the first fiscal year followmg the first six.
months arter the recession trough for the last seven recessions is
12.RC:f. To be sure. each recession 1s different and this is colored b)
the rapid expansions 111 Caltfornia foliO\\ ing some of the recessions.
But it IS also colored by the anemic performance of California in the
1990 and 200 I recessions when structural changes 111 Important private sectors depressed California growth long after the end of the
recession.
What 1s likely to be the case 1s something bcller than the last two
recessions, but not as robust as those of the 70s and XOs. !Ill' increase
in consumption we expeL! in the Iauer pat! of 20 I 0 and 20 II \\ill
push up saks and_ usc taxes and thl' g.rov. th in pn\ .ltc sl'Ctor profits.
if not emplo) ment, \\ill push up corporatl' .tnd personal income
taxes ·1 he relationship Ocl\\ecn grm\lh in personal ineome and
growth in tax revenues demonstrates the amplification and gives us
a reasonable estimate. all other things equal. of 20 I0 fiscal year revenue growth in the 4% to 7% range.
But, of course. all other thmgs arc not equal. !he fly in the ointment th1s time stems from changes to the tax code enacted to bring
some revenue forward into the 2009 fiscal year. The LAO study
projects no increases in tax revenue in the coming year. Our forecast
is a bit more optimistic than the LAO forecast, but not by much.
rhesc revenue increases will help offset at least part of the budget
shortfall projected for the coming fiscal year.

1

T

T he Last Two D isappointing R ecoveries Don 't Tell Us
About T his O ne
What do the disappointing
recoveries say about the recovery to come?
The first stroke of the V of
the current downturn has been
very long housing started to
deteriorate in February of
2006--but the first stroke has
been very steep. especially since
the Paulson Panic began in
Octolxr of 2001!. The first )Car
of the housing correction2006-\\as convergence from
abo\e. \\ith housing starts plum- ,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.&.-....11...----------•--------~
meting from the stratospheric
2.3 million level in January
2006 down to a normal level of
1.4 million a year later. The first
several months of 2007 offered
the hope that housing would
stay at about that level. but the
Member FDIC
collapse of the sub prime securitization in the summer of 2008
drove starts do\\ n to the 1.0 million lc\el, and the Paulson Panic
111 the second half of 200X drO\C
them do\\n again to O.'i m1llion.
.
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T h e Great Budget H ead Fak e
In order to balance the budget. the legislative and executive
branches worked tireless!) to craft a budget compromise. The
process was difficult at best with important philosophical differences
over increasing revenues through higher taxes and higher fees: over
cuts to education and health care programs: over the sale of state
assets: and over increased state borrowing from local governments

and the transportation fund. In July of this year, the state began issumg lOU's to pay its bills. The process finally ended towards the end
of July w11h a budget accord which purported to close the gap.
Pronouncements from Sacramento to the contrary, this was a
head fake. The gap was never closed. All of us, including the legislallve and executive branches of government, took the fake with some
relief that the worst was now behind us and we had survived a major
fisca.i cns1s. I he fake lasted a third of the fisca.i year. In November,
the LAO reported that at least $2.1 billion dollars of revenue would
never matcrialite and $4.1 B billion dollars of cuts would not be
made.
So the problem they laid out on the table for the beginning of the
fiscal 20 I0 budget discussions was one in which the overspending of
$6.28 in fiscal 2009 had to be paid for. the expiring f-ederal stimulus
subs1dtes
weighted average tax increase
would have to be
covered, and the
programs which
""
"'"
were not paid for
""
by revenues in
"'"
ISS
2009 represent
lOS
further spending
S'l
cut/revenue gen""' fob-61 No,.7Q MJr·7S Jul·80 No•·8l. M&z.U ......01
.s.,
eratiOn
ChaJ-.
------lenges for 20 I0.
More specifically. programs for health care and corrections are
larger than the fiscal 2009 budget agreement, an event which
occurred as a consequence of lega.i and political challenges and of
court orders precluding certain cuts: several revenue sources.
notably the sale of the state's Compensation Insurance f-und and the
allocation of money from transportation funds. turned out not to be
possible: Federal stimulus funds directed at making up budget gaps
for state and local governments wtll expire: some of the one-time
changes to expenditures will expire: and Prop 98 mandated increases in educational funding must be added to the fiscal 20 I 0 budget.
All of these factors represent an estimated $20B challenge lor the
legislature and governor.
Changes to state spending of this magnitude arc always problematic for economic gnm th. The initial reaction to the news of the fake
was: this is a disaster for California. Perhaps, it was and perhaps it
was not. Fssentiall), \\hat has happened is an intcrtemporal shill 111
spending from
Weighted Ave. Tax Revenue Change
fiscal ) ears 20 I 0
vs. Personal Income Change
and 2011 to fis
cal 200~. But.
•
intertemporal
transfers of go\ernmcnt spending are not perforce bad. It all
depends on the
timing and cost
of the transfer.
Without going into excruciating detail about the budget. what we
want to consider is the overall impact on the state economy. T'his is
be I viewed through the lens of state government employment.
fhcre are two scenarios that illustrate the potential impact. In
each. we begin in July of 2009 and run through June of 2011. For the
purpose of this argument we are going to assume that the there arc
no ncw·or increased taxes and no other revenue sources. Also, for
purposes or illustration \ve \\ill keep the num!xrs simple.
I he first scenario has the S6B OYerrun in fiscal 2009 cut from
c\penditures in that year followed
ccmtinuccl 011 JlliRl :!6

-•

J

l
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b) a cut of SoB more in fiscal 20 I 0.
nw second scenario. \\ h1ch 1s closnmtinued from p~. 25
er to the actual path the state 1s on.
has the 6B rl'main in fiscal 2009 c'.pendnures and ':>20B of cuts
made O\ er the si:>. quarters beginning Q3 20 I0. At fiN blush it seems
lik.l' the choice is clear. 6 plus 6 trumps 0 plus 20. But. the S6B that
\\:h cut in tlw first scenario remains cut in the st'eond. So I! 1s not 12
H'P;us 20 hut rather 18 \ersus 20. And the qut·stion then is\\ hat. if
an) thing. do \\C gain from the additional ':>2B 111 cost?
I he folio\\ ing chan illustrates thl' impact of the two scenanos. In
Scenario I. the state hegins to cut e:-.penditures Immediately and
emplo) nwnt falls in line. In Scenario II, the statt' postpones the
inc\ itablc cuh for a year and then has to cut morl' sharp I) to pa) for
lh indcci,ion. B) the middle of 20 II. the Procrastination scenario
has led to lower state emplo)ment and fe\\Cr state sen ices in
e:-.ch:mge for higher emplo)ment and scrv1ces 111 2009 and 2010.
In other words. during the depths of the recession and the early
part of the e),pansion the state was spcnd111g more and providing
more sef\ ices. But the state does not act in isolation; it is an Integral
part of the entire California econom). When the state has to cut bact...
on spcndtng and
State Employment Scenarios
services. it adds
520
to the number of
people
unemployed
and
deepens
the
•••
420
effect of the
recession on the
m ~ m m m ~ m m m ~
loot 2009 2010 2010 2010 2010 2011 2011 2011 2011
state's economy.
When it spends
-Sunanol -SceMnOfl
less in an expansion. it will retard the expansion. but those who are unemployed as
a consequence enter an expanding, not contracting labor market.
This is exactly the kind of contra-cyclical fiscal policy that some
economists advocate. but because of the time it takes government to
act, is very difficult to implement. California's government, through
its inability to act, seems to have pulled it off, at least to the extent
of not making things worse.
Now this is just theory, but it is theory that makes sense. We have
no data on the impact on the overall economy of the kinds of budget machinations that California is going through. California. as well
as some other states such as Arizona, is struggling with massive
budget shortfalls and near insolvency. Modem economic history
only shows the impact of severe government fiscal crises at the local
level.
I or example. Orange County went through a bankruptcy in
1994. ro get out of h<mkruptcy some government sef\ ices were cut,
debt was reorganized and some dedicated tax revenues were diverted. However, in addition to the obvious differences between local
and state government. this was a case of a non-systemic problemthat of an inappropriate investment strategy---<:reating a cash flow
shortage rather than one of a recurring fiscal crisis. At a state level
there do not appear to be any data on fiscal crises the magnitude of
those currently being experienced in California and several other
states since the former Confederate states during Reconstruction.
But of course, the 1865-1877 American South economy bears no
resemblance to the 21st Century California economy. So, theory is
the best guide we have for interpreting the impact of the head fake
on California, and theory says this head fake, while slowing growth
in 2010 and 2011, was not necessarily a bad event at all.
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MARCUS & MILLICHAP LISTS
$38 MILLIO"i FOliR-STAR SE~IOR
MOBILE HOME PARK

to grow ..

• Amazmg Vlev•s vou can see ..

of mart...ct111g for CIP Real Estate Property Services. "The broad profile of tenants s1gning leases at Empire Towers 1s a testament to the
center's
ability to
meet both
the
functional

Jffrovident
Home Loans & Realty
1220 Dewc)' Way. Suite F
Upland. California 91786

The end of the recession is tum-

llw trans

Barnhart Inc
Ic ase s .

Mike Morrell

Over 34 Years Experience
in the Inhwd Empire

Pre~ident

prhl@aol.<.:om
w~w.providenthomeloans.com

On Jan nary 20 th !
Join business leaders, HR professionals and nonprofits
from all over Southern California for this important
webinar. while raising funds for a great local cause!
Twitter, Facebook, and 4,000 other
social media tools ...
How do Y OU use these social media tools to
benefit Y OUR business?
Using case studies and real world stories. Brett and Zach
will open the audicnct.: 's eyes to the <>ocial media world.
By the end of the session, attendees will be able to:

• Understand social media and social media technologies
• ldemify the benefits and risks associated with social media
• Attract clients and candidates through social media
• Connect with employees using social media initiatives
• Identify the social media strategy that best fits their organization
All proceeds will go directly to the Loma Linda University
School of Public Health Scholarship Fund!

www.SocialMediaSoCaJJanuary.EventBrite.com
continued on page 34
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Cell: 909-93R-111R I Office: 800-834-6088
Fa\: 909 946-0164

Registration is at
The California Forecast
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Airport
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two expanswns and five lease renewals. Some of the deals include:
Merrill L) nch!Bank of America has renewed a 7 .9t... sq. ft. lease\ alued at more than S 1.06 mil at 4141 Inland Empire Boulevard. The
ownership was represented by Phillip J. Woodford of CBRE. while
Merrill L)nch!Bank of America wa~ rcpped b; Myron Galchutt of
ew mart... Kn1ght Irani... Sedgw ich Claims Management, a leader
in innovative claims and productivity management solutions, has
renewed an 11.7k sq. ft. lease valued at approximate[) $1.57 million
at 3633 Inland Empire Boulevard. The ownership was represented by
Wyatt Prichard of CIP Real Estate Property Services. Sedgwieh
Claims Management was repped by Windar Batoosingh of CBRE.
XO Communications, a leading business telecommunications technology company, has signed a new lease for 3.6k sq. ft., valued in
excess of $400k. The property is also located at 3633 Inland Empire
Boulevard. The ownership was represented by Vindar Batoosingh of
CBRE, while XO Communications was represented by Darren M.
Eades of Jones Lang LaSalle. Windsor Foods, a producer of highquality frozen foods for the consumer market. commercial restaurants and food service operations. has signed a lease expans1on for a
1[... sq . .ft. spec suite. located at 4200 Concours. This transaction was
valued at approximately $370t.... Wyatt Prichard of CIP Real Estate
Property Services represented both parties in the transaction. Word
& Brown. an agency providing premier health plans to broi..ers. has
signed a 3.7k sq. ft. lease expansiOn for $485[... within the nine-story
tower at 3633 Inland Empire Boulevard. Word & Brown was represented by Jason I Ioffman of Mohr Partners. Mutual of Omaha.
the national insurance giant, ha~ signed a lease for a new regional
office at 3633 Inland Empire Boulevard. This lea~e consisted of 2.4[...
sq. ft. of fully renovated space and is valued at $300I... Mutual of
Omaha was represented by Adan1 X. Espinoza of Grubb & Ellis and
the ownership was represented by Philip Woodford and Vindar
Batoosingh of CBRE's Ontario office ............... Ashley Furniture
Indu stries Inc. acquired a 39.2k sq. ft. retail building in Victorville
for S4.2 million. The former Wict...cs Furniture store is situated on 2.3
acres at 12704 Amargosa Road. north of the Victor Valley Mall and
fronting heavily traveled 1-15. It w~Ls sold by Wells I argo Trust. a
Texa~-based tin~mcial institution. The glass-walled showroom prop·
erty was built in 2006. Hodgdoncontinued 011 pa~e 30

Marcus & Millichap Real htate Investment Sef\1ces. the nation's
largest real estate 111vestment services firm. has reta111cd the exclusive
listing for Colonial Country Club. a 550-spacc manufactured home
communlly for seniors aged 55 and older 111 llcmet. a growing
Southern CalifOrnia retirement destination in Riverside County. The
listing price of $18 million represents $69,091 per space. exclusive of
the 25 acre golf course.
I Tank. Rogers. a vice president investments and a member of the
fim1\ at1onal Manufactured Jlomc Communities Group (NMIICG)
111 San I ranLisco. and Dougla~ Dann) and Jon !Iarrison. both v1ce
pres1dcnts investments' and senior directors of the NMIICG 111 San
Diego. arc representing the seller. a '\orthcrn California based man
ufacturcd housmg communities investor.
"']his pmk of ow ncrship asset is a stable. pcrfom1ing community 111 a strong rental demand retirement markt·t \\ ith growth through
long-term leases with built in rent raises," sa)s Rogers. It is rare to
sec a troph) community of this quality and si1c C\clusl\cl) offered
in toda) 's mari..ct."
Located at 60 I 1\iorth K1rby St. on 93.96 acres in central llcmet.
north of California State Route 74. the proper!) is near many amcmtics and serv1ccs for seniors.
Colonial Count!) Club is comprised of 550 doublewide sites and
is currently 98 percent occupied with just five vacant sites. Eight
pari..-owned homes arc also for sale. There arc no part...-owncd rentals.
!he property features an extensive amenity pact...age, induding an
18-hole. 2.233-yard. par-58 executive golf course integrated throughout the property.'[ he golf course ts on three separate parcels with no
manufactured home sites.
Colon1al Country Club includes utility services. lilectricity, provided by Southern California Edison. is submctered to 403 spaces
and directly billed to 147 spaces. Submetercd gas scrvtcc is provided
by the Southern California Ga~ Company and submetered water and
sewer services are provided by Eastern Municipal Water District. All
residents of Colonial Country Club have property tax pass-throughs
continued on page 39
in their leases and annual consumer
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Give schools a present
vou don't have to wrap.
local schools con earn $1 for every $20 you
spend at fresh&eosy'" through December 31.

$hop.
freshondeosl,l.com/shopfofschools
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Sponsor
The International Medical Alliance of Rancho
Mirage changes lives.
IMA provides medical services to people .of .
impoverished countries, the ~onpr~~t o~garuzatton
helps needy children and thetr famtltes m the
United States, South America and overseas.
Ines Allen, founder and president of the
.
International Medical Alliance, is currently coordinating the group's lOth medical mission scheduled
for this summer in Nicaragua.
For more information on International Medical
Alliance of Rancho Mirage visit www.internatjggefrnMjqlp11iaoce.or.a.
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acqumng i' too expenSIH' to
huild houses on to<Lt) that could
be priced lov. enough to attract
home huyers.
lie said the huilders seem to
expect that residential home
prices in East vale and other pop~
ular communities along the 1- 1)
will rise enough so that in I X
months the) can huild houses on
the land the) hought and sell
them at a small profit

Mission Inn
Cupcakes

Palm Desert's Henderson Community Building
has earned a LEED silver certification from the
U.S. Green Building Council.
Some of the features that helped the Henderson
Community Building earn a LEED silver certification: Roof-top solar panels; Insulated concrete.
walls; Deep overhangs to provide natural shadmg;
Dual-pane, glazed glass, Drought-tolerant landscaping, irrigation controls and low-fl.ow faucets
for efficient water use; Low constructton waste;
more than 75 percent of bui.lding materials were
recycled.
For more information on Palm Desert's
Henderson Community Building visit www.cityofpahndesert.OtK·

Casey's Cupcakes at the
Miss 1on Inn is set to open this
month.
Jim McCullough. the hotel "s
general manager. said the) ·ve
;lrcad) been taking orders lor
the cupcakes from fans.

Save The Date
Jom us at the next

LARGEST MIXER E\ E'IT'!

IEmixcr.com
Largest Mixer

(909) 560-2800
info@ largcstmixer.com
www.largcstmix.cr.com

Uent4ers is located at 41607
Temecula. For more inforJ/ Jfi-;U.;,IJ Or visit WWW•arnerican-

OCmixer.com

For more information visit
www.habitatpv.org or call {909} 596-7098.
Donations to Pomona Valley Habitat for HumanitY
can be mailed to:
2111 Bonita Avenue, LaVerne, CA 91750
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ProLogis to Build 667k Square Foot
Ontario Distribution Facility

~1iank Construction. a full sen 1ce construction comp<my. has
already begun \\Ork on the te nant Improve ments at the buildmg. f he
store will be quickly remode led with plans to open for business m
mid November. Aaron Hodgdon o f Inland fmpire- based Hodgdon
Group represented Ashle) Furniture and also pe rformed due diligence review for the buyer m the transaction. Ted Bradach o f G rubb
& Ellis repped the seller 's interests i n the deai ............... The Cit) of
Ontario. the Ontario Housing Authority. and the Ontario Senior
Housing Partners L.P. just broke ground on a new $1 8 million
senior's housmg prOJeCt , City Center Senior Apartments. Located
at 280 orth Lemon Avenue in Ontario between B and C Streets. the
Cit) Center Senior Apartments. built by The Re lated Companies of
California. \\ 11l be a 76-unit. affordable se ruor housing developme nt
situated next to the Ontari o Se nior Cente r. C ity of O ntario Library
and in close proximil) to transporta tion and s hopping. fhe communi!) is scheduled for completion by October 20 I 0. Units w11l be provided at a range o f affordability levels from 30% to 50Cfc of area
median income. Rents. ranging from approximately $374 to $725.
will be restricted to ensure ongoing affordability. The primary source
of funding for the project will be from the Federal Low-Income
Housing Tax Credit program. o f which S11 .7 million (Tax Credit
Equity). has been secure d by the deve loper; private financing of S 1.2
million: and a loan from the Ontario Housing Authority of $5.5 mil lion. which utilizes federal HOME funds and local Low Income
Housing Set Aside funds ............... Dirt Cheap, Inc.. a landscape
services company, locked up a sizable space in the Inland Empire,
after agreeing to a four-year. $22.69 million lease for 185.3k sq. ft.
within Etiwanda Distribution Center. The property, located at II 00
S. Etiwanda Avenue. south of 1- 10 and east of 1-15 in Ontario, is
owned by WCV Commercial Properties. Approximately 70 workers are now located within the facility. which is being used for distribution and third-party logistics operations. Mike McCrary and Jeff
Bellitti from Colliers International represented WCY in the transaction. while Anthony Naticchioni of NAI Capital repped the tenant.

Ross Nolan ...
continued from pg. 7

officials. They earn 12 units of
graduate credit from Sacramento
State for the academic portion of

"Jew commercial development may have slowed dov.n to a tnekle, but you can still lind a fc\\ major prt~Ject: n~ovi~g fo_Jw_ard. One
such development is a new 667k-sq.- tt. d1stnbuuon laCJlll] that
ProLogis has agreed to build in Ontario for one of the world\ largest
home improvement retaile rs.
ProLogb v. ill build the fac1llty on a 55-acre parcel of land it curre ntly owns at Crossroads Busmess Park. The. co~pany ow~s and
manages the large t industrial portfolio in SoCal, w1th approximately 45m sq.
ft. of distributi o n
s p ace.
Pro L og is
custo me rs
in the area

Hearst Castle...

kangaroos. llamas. tehras and even
giraffes lived within special open
ccm/11111ed Jiwn pg. 43
type enclosures. I h1rty spec1es of
exotic animals from tigers to great apes enJoyed the best captivity
could offer. In the latter part of 1930. most of the ammals found
homes in other 10os. Today some antmals can still be observed on the
five mile nde up to the Castle entrance.
Spectacular gr ounds
The grounds were and still are spectacular. Consider hundreds of
tons of top soil were hau led up the steep hillside. five terrace levels
were built from scratch. a mile long road for walking and ridmg was
created, giant oaks and 30-foot cypresses were transplanted. Over
I 00,000 pines. citrus, cedar and eucalyptus trees were planted. T he
hillside was covered with flowers. llearst's favorite camellias grew in
abundance. T hree thousand rose bushes. fuc hsias, star jasmine and
azaleas joined the others for a glorious show. More than half a million fl owers were propagated annually in greenhouses especially
built for the property. Seasonal flowers were always planted and in
bloom throughout the grounds.

A m co r .
Ame rican ~~~~~~~~!!!!~::.i.~ijiij~~~~~
H onda.
APL Logistics. Anixter. Inc., Aveda. Black & Decker, Exel Logistics.
Expe ditors International. FedEx. Jack in the Box. Kraft f·oods. LG
Electromcs. Nike. NYK Logistics, Spicers Paper and Unilever.
" The retaile r is a longstandmg customer. and we are pleased to
once again meet the company's needs for distribution space," said
Richard Strader. ProLogis Global Corporate Services· senior vice
president. "Upon completion of this facility. the company will occupy approx imately 7m sq. ft. of .ProLogis distribution space in 13
marke ts across the country."
Construdtion on the facility will commence this month. and is
expected to be completed in the fall of 20 I0. Located in the Inland
Empire West s ubmarket, Crossroads Business Park c urrently comprises eight buildings and 2.4m sq. ft. Already supporting the operations of many large-scale logistics networks, the distribution park
features excellent freeway access. rail service and available labor.
ProLogis is a leading global provider of distribution facilities,
with more than 475m sq. ft. of industrial space in markets across
North America, Europe and Asia. The company leases its indus trial
facilities to more than 4,500 customers, including manufacturers,
retailers, transportation companies, third-party logistics prov iders
and other enterprises with large-scale distribution needs.

A stunning pool
The Neptune Pool (one of two pools) is a glonous mass1ve swimming area that remmds one of a place Greek tragedies might have
taken place-magnificent and hcautifully detailed with perfect architectural balance. Superb statuary by Charles Cassou circles the pool
that holds 345.000 gallons of water. Lovely natural turquoise colored water relaxes the senses to make this a spot of pleasant tranquility. It took three cff011s to get the cptune Pool to meet final approval
of this man with an eye for perfection.

Ilearst Castle was dedicated <Ls a state historical monument in
195R. Millions of JXOple from en!r)' corner of the \\Orld have
enJoyed the stunning hcauty and sense of history of this magnificent
estate.
Tou r informa tion
I Jearst Castle is open dail) for tours with the exception of
Thanksgiving, Chnstmas and New Year's Day. Advance reservations
arc adv1sed for all tours. fwe different tours arc offered. It is too vast
an area to take all the tours in one day. Be sure to wear comfortable
shoes. Take note the docents get ver) crank] 1f you sit. lean or touch
anything.
Tour I "The Experience Tour" is advised for first time visitors. It
combines an introductory overview of the Castle w1th the giant
screen compamon film, " Hearst Castle-Building the Dream." The
Eplanade and Gardens and Casa del Sol are included.
Evening tours
A two-hour evening tour 1s offered on certam evenings in spring.
fall and winter. A vtew of the sunset from the "Enchanted II ill" makes
this a most well attended event. Reservations are definite!) advised.
Reservations
I or reservations. t1ckets, directions and mforn1at1on call 1-800444-4445. Visa. Ma~ter Card and ,\mencan L\press are accepted.
You can also book online at www.hearstcastle.c_om.
Places to stay nearb' :
Il ighly reco.;mende<i: The Best Western Hrcs1de Inn in Cambria.
This is a stunnmg projJ<!rty wtth beachfront rooms and every amenity you can think of- from in-room
continued on page 39

€l6t .
wwwEast180com

23525 Palommo Drive.
Diamond Bar CA 91765
Reservations 909-396-orBo

Happy Hour 5:00pm to 7:01Jpn \7 days a week)
Sun- Thu
Lunch: 11 OOam to 3 OOpm
Dmner: 5:00pm to 9.30pm
Frt- Sat
Lunch 11 OOam to 3:00pm
Dinner: 5:00pm to 10:30pm
(60 FWY & Diamond Bar Blvd)

the program.
The California Senate Fellows program is jointly operated by
the California Senate and Center for California Studies at
Sacrame'nto State University. Senate Fellows are paid a monthly
salary and receive health, vision and dental benefits. The center
administers three additional fellowship programs, including the
Jesse M. Unruh Assembly Fellowship, the Executive Fellowship,
and the Judicial Administration Fellowship.
Anyone who will be at least 20 year.s of age and a graduate of a
four-year college or university by Sept. I, 2010 is eligible to apply.
There is no preferred major. Individuals with advanced degrees and
those in mid-career are encouraged to apply.

Applications for the 2010-11 California Senate Fellows program are now being accepted. Those interested in applying may
request an application by calling Senator Dutton's office at (9 16)
651-4031 or (909) 466-4180 or download the forms at
http :I/www.csus.edu/cats t.
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No MSG added. No chemical
meat tendenzer.
All chicken. beef. pork, lamb
and duck are natural (no
ant1b1otic or growth hormone
added)
Tofu
is orgamc.
All
vegetables are thoroughly
washed

Are You Networking At 3.0?
JOIN US!
909-251-6066
www_ Referra I ExchangeNetwork.com
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Commentarv...

yet. ht't'n douunentcd.
Cali lornia ·, cofft•rs ClHild
Ust' .111 t'\tra half hillitlll dollars
nght no\\. \s tht' 'tate mort
gagt'' th futurt' .md ~>. forced to
makt• p.unlul cuts to needed
public assist,tncc programs.
culling \\,Isle, fraud. and mismanagt•ment should be a nobrainer.
California has a spending

contirwed from pg. 19

more frit•ndl) em ironment for
job creators.

With a 21 billion budget
shortfall. ) ou'd think polic)makers would be carefull)
finding and eliminating an)
unnecessary spending. Sadly.
history rt•pcats itself as state
agencies continue to make
multi-million dollar blunders.
digging California into an even
deept·r budget hok.
Cal- rax recently updated its
running list of 2009 highlights
of gmernment waste. fraud.
and mismanagement.
Here are a few highlights
from the report:
·· ... (T]he state wasted $8
million during the past two fiscal years on penalties for bills
that weren't paid on time ...
according to an October 2009
Los Angele~ Times investigative report. ''An internal audit
of the state
Parks and
Recreation Department last
year found that it had incurred
late payment penalties of
$232.000 in the preceding two
years."
"An accounting error by the
Fresno County Auditor's Office
led to the county overpaying
schools $34 million in property
tax revenue over four years. the
Fresno Bee reports."
Overpaying schools is one
thing. but how about $22 million taxpayer dollars to put up
paroled sex offenders in apartments and motels? According
to a Contra Costa 1imes report.
"Some parolees have received
housing assistance for more
than two years after being
released from prison."
These are just a small sampling of the more egregious
cases of waste, fraud, and mismanagement in state spending.
The Cal-Tax report $0 far has
documented a total of $600
million in such cases for 2009.
Of course, there are innumerable examples that haven't. as

prohkm to bt• surt'. but it .tlso
has an llllt-of-control OH'rstght
problem. thert' is rHl rt•ason the
Sth largest ecomlm) in the
\\ orld should t'\ cr bt' pa) ing
latt' Ices. let alone ':>S million
\\ orth.
these cases ol mont') \\as ted art' ~all in the wourid olthe
California ta\payers. JUSt as
they are being asked to front

10r, olthetr inconw ta\ to hl'lp
fill
the \lalt'·~
~hortfall.
la\pil)t'rs dest•ne incrc:.tsed
transpart•nc) 1n n·gard to state
spendmg and o\ t'rsight that
stops net•dkss spt•nding. It is
tin1L' for ta\pa)t'rs .md Ia\\ mat...
crs alike to ek\ ate this discussion so that more Lases of
waste. fraud. and mismanagement arc exposed.
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Why Did...

mal create excess demand. or work
off past overproduction. With that as
continued from pg. 21
the foundation. Figure 6 illustrates
the cumulative excess starts-actual starts minus estimated normal.
This is an estimate of the stock of ho using relative to normal demand.
Though only a rough approximation. the main message of this graph
seems right on: we built up an excessive stock of housing during the
eX pan - c;,mJ
sion of
t
h
e
2000s.
/1
but
by
u n d e r
building
. . . ll'<n
_,.,
s i n c e
.,.,
2007 we
arc entering
a
period in
which
"'
'
the exista.... ....... ---~--ing stock of homes is not great enough to house our population in the
style to which they had become accustomed.
Thus we have the necessary pent-up demand to fuel a powerful
recovery. This statement comes with plenty of caveats including:
The calculation
makes no
distinct i o n
between
singlerami I y
a n d
m u It i fam i I y
dwellings
and
is
silent on """""""'.......,............

-·..
•

..
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the possibility that we are under built in multi-family units but overbuilt in single-family units.
Incidentally. in Figure 5, notice that as far as housing is concerned, the last two recessions were different from the V-shaped ones
earlier. just as argued in the last section. Unlike all the previous
recessions. the 2001 downturn did not involve housing and did not
create pent-up demand since sales and production of homes and cars
plowed through the recession as if it didn't happen. We will confirm
be!Dw that GDP growth and job formation were both weak until the
Fed juiced the housing Figures
ttousing Sluts aad Normal Starts
sector with incredibly
.....___
low interest rates.
tb.oslng Starts end "Notmaa' Starts
ecesslons Shaded P.,.+1 to TriJUI1l J
The housing recov2.800.,.
ery after the 1991 recession was much slower
than the earlier cases.
2.000
But the housing starts
peaked way back in 1985
1.800
and the decline in hous1.200
ing heading into the
recession was longer and
more mild. This was a
400
flattened V housing
60 66 70
75 80 85 !10 05
00 06
10
episode, not a tall and
-

~

-~

Pent-up Demand
Esbmated Excess Stock d Hous>ng
Recess""' Shaded -11oTroogh

quick V like the earlier
recessions. We will confirm below that GDP
growth and job formation were both weak in
the aftermath of the 200 I
recession.
Bottom line here: If
we looked only at housing, we might be thinking a powerful recovery
is just around the corner.

DQ:

..

Tutla,, mill inn• of • hildrt>n in dt>\t>lupin!( <"ountrit•s are suffering with ell'ft lip ami
palat;•, Cundt·rnnt•d tu u lifl'tinw nf malnutrition. •hame and isolation.
The !(Ood nt>ws is I hat 'irtualh all of tht>s<' l'hJI<Iren <'an lx· helllf'd. This is the
misswn of'l1w ~nnle Train. \\e t'tnf>Oiwr lc><·al sUT!(COilS to pm' idt> thi~ life •·hanl!ing
frl't' c-left surger. whic-h take• as littlt' a" -1-5 rninutt'S and <1l6l~ a.• littlt> as $2.')0. It
gi\es dt'ljperatl' childrt>n not just a ne" smil...-IJut a new life.

Figure 6

Consumer Balance
Sheets Don't Seem That Bad
The household debt burden illustrated in Figure 7 to Figure I0
doesn't seem catastrophically bad. Maybe the problem is only the
fear of what comes next.
Debt to disposable
income ratios arc illus- Figure 7
Household Debt Burden
trated in Figure 7. The
ratio of consumer credit
(auto loans and credit
cards) to disposable
income has crept slightly
downward from its peak
above 24% in 2003. It's
the ratio of mortgage
debt
to
disposable
income that has really ..... ~- - .~ .XIO!
JDO.I.:... l l a xa xwr . . . .
zoomed upward, from
---60% in 1998 to 100% in 2008.
The large increase in mortgage debt relative to income has produced a much more
Figure 8
llouschold Dtbt ~1'\ke
modest increase in the
debt service burden of
homeowning households illustrated in
Figure 8. rising only
two percentage points
from 15% to 17%. At
the same time. the
financial
obligation
ratio of renters has fallen substantially, from a
high of 31% in 2001 to only 24% today.
The disconnect between debt and debt service is explained by the
decline in borrowing rates illustrated in Figure 9, with consumer rates
declining from 12% to
Figure 9
Housebold Borro,.lag Rates
9% and mortgage rates
declining from 8% to
6%. In other words.
with interest rates
down by about 25%,
households can take on
25% more debt without
increasing the debt
service.
Even with the
decline in interest rates,
- - - - --- the mortgage debt burden has risen substantially, but that is offset by a huge increase in the
value of the household asset and net
continued on page 37
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agricultural goods. a r~cO\~ry in
L .S.
consumption
which
increases the demand for Asian
imports and for products from
California's factories. increased
public works construction, and
increased investment in business equipment and software.
On an annual basis . our
expectation is lhat total employment will contract by -4.3% in
2009 and will continue to shrink
at a -0.7 % rate in 2010. Once
growlh returns in 20 II, employ-

UCLA ...

ment wi ll begin to grow faster
than th~ labor force a! a 1.7C:c
rate and the unemployment rate
will begin to fall. Real personal
income growth will be -2.7 % in
2009 and then return positive
growth at 0.4% and 2.8% in
2010 and 2011 respectively.
Finally, unemploymenl is
only going to get worse. We
expect it to grow to a high of
12.7% in the 4th Quarter of
2009 and to average II .7% for
the year. Though the California

cconom) \\ill be growing in
2011. Jt will not he generatmg
e nough jobs to drive the unemployme nt rate be low double
digits until 20 12. The stalled
California economy is si mply
not producing the jobs required
for the new entrants to the labor
force over the next co uple of
years to prevent these elevated
levels of unemployment to persist once the job layoffs cease.

cominuedfrom pg. 26
ing out much as we predicted.
California's unemployment rate
continues to increase. local government employment continues
its decline and has now been
joined by state government contraction, and 2009 personal
income, when it is reported,
ought to be lower for the entire
year. The current forecast differs from the previous one in as
much as our U.S. forecast is r--- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -1
slightly more optimistic than
before and our California forecast overlays that with a larger
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B_v Bill Anthony

New York Grilllf'

Only in America where else would you find a "P~rsian
Restaurant" owned b; two Mexican gu;s (1\ngel Can and Victor
Gallardo) with a belly dancer from Pueno R1co and a smger who
claims to be from "far awa)" Lebanon smging l!alian songs ...... the
place ........ Shalinr is located on l·oothill Boulevard in La Verne.
·1 h1s
res taurant
is
a
true
"find" ......... food
is
fantasllc ..... ambiance is comfonable and the statT knowledgeable,
informative and with a great ani tude - working hard in 1~1aking
your experience most enjoyable.
The menu features beef. ch1cken. lamb, fish and. for sure. a few
d1fferent kinds of rice. There 1s a biltersweet cherry rice and a
raisin date rice as well as a crusty/crisp; rice covered wi th pomegranate sauce (unbelievabl; good).
The portions are large (no huge combination plates) and almost
the size of platters. The fairly priced entrees arc between $12 and
S 18 and well worth every dollar.
1\ fL'W of my favorites are as follows:

950 Ontario M ills D rive, O n tar io
M o n / T hur II:)O a.m . • 9:30 p.m.
Fri II ! JO a .m.- IO!JO p.m. • Sat 4: 30p.m.- IO:)O p.m.
Sun 4:00p.m.· 9:30 p .m . • R eservations R ecommen ded

It's New York without the attitude! Tht5 award-winning
restaurant is where famous fare is finely Jefined. Our menu
features prime steab, Austraban lobster tail, garlic roasred
chicken, rack of lamb, prime nb and fresh seafood
spectalttes. Jom us for Jan: m our Manhattan Room where
acclaimed artists have maJe us the Inland Empire's most
mtimate pzz expenence! We take care of every detail wtth
mnovative menu irems, specialry dishes, dramatic desserts,

For Appetizers
J'adig with Ghemeh Stew or Gormch Sabzi (rice crust
served with stew)
Kashk Badcm_1an (fried eggplant mixed with sauteed
onions. garlic and kashk: (Persian
continued on pag£ 36

outsrandmg wme selection and entertamment to complement yoy_r dmmg expencnce - and discover our magnificent banquet rooms, perfect for hnstmg your next event.

Personalized Wine Labels for any Occasion by
TI-lE H

I~TC>RlC:

We can custom design a label
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GALLEANO WINERY
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• 2011 "Book OJ Li>t''

-U 3 1 Wine,ille R oad,
Mira l .o ma, C A 91 752

• Pnvatc AYiation

'~ "" .gallcanow incQ .com
Jour 1h.: llisiPnc Winery

• Bu,ine"' BrcJlerc~ge Ftnn"'

• Themes

Anniversaries

• Office Technology/Compute"
• lntem<tllonal Trdde
• Holida) Pany Plannin1

P: (909) 605-8800
Deumber

BL SI:\I· SS JOl RNi\1 • J>,\(il 1'i

• CPA Finn•
• Commen:ial Prinler-.
• Ad AgencicVPubhc RelatiOn> hrn1>

• En• iron mental
• ExJY.In'-ion & Relocation'
• Women 10 Commerc1:ll Real E>tat<
• Who'' Who in Banking

• TeJec.:ommunN.:.ar1on\

lkccm her 2009

Wec~emb bclv.~cn

2·00 pm w4 00 pm 01 h) .tppoinment •

I hied in lhc :-.atl('tl<tl Ret'"ler of llistont Pl.t ,,

Personalized Wine Labels for an Occasion
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The West ...

Wh e n p Ia n n i ng yo u r 2 0 10 ad vc r t i s i ng

ccmrinuec!Jrom p~. 35
tahina)
Dolmeh (grape leaves
stuffed '~ llh rice. beef. 'egetables and ra1sms)
1\tusl o-Khiar (chopped
cucumber and herbs in plain
yogurt)

1i:J

,. .

1
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Why Did...

worth illustrated in Figure 10. From
2005Ql to the fmanc1al peak in
conrmue from pg. 3_,
2007Q3 household assets increased
by $15 trillion and net worth increased by $12 trillion. Subsequently,
both have declined by $12 trillion. I wonder how big a drag on consumption spending that decline in net worth might cause if we felt
confident that net worth was on the mend and would continue to
increase as it did in the first half of 2009?
d

Chicken
Chicken
Kabob
Keobideh
Chicken Barg Kabob
(fender)
Lamb
Baghelli Polo with
Lamb Shank
Chelo Kabob Lamb
Chops

40TH ANNIVERSARY EXPO

BARTER EXPO UPDATE
$1,000,000.00 Worth of Goods &Services Available
DID YOU KNOW.•••

Over 100 IOG!I and natiOOdl busme~se~ will be
o~playmg the1r men:hand11e ava1iable on bdrter.
If yoo own a bus1ne1s and W1Sh to partllipale in
the worlds largest barter ~ ell her as an
exhibitor, patron or guest. plea~e ca!l our office
today. hhib11ors subjffi to change.
PfT SUI'PUES
BlJ);NBS MACM ~ES
JfWRERS

ARTWOAA
VEMlu% MA<HINES
VID£01APE.S

CUTlfRY
OI'TOMflRISTS
BOWliNG AilE~
RUGS!CARP£1
SiliNS

COOKWARE
lliEM!~RXS

fOOO SI'KIAUSTS
0£Nil5TS
COMPIITER TRAINiHG
CiOI.f EQlJIPMfNT
COiriMUHIUTIONS EQUIP/WIT
(OOIQ(5

mtiiG

GROCERIES
QOlt!IH(j

I•

1
It
:
y,.. c.. a-. Pool

'~

Tloa Ill-at,

c...- r-l ~ s - SUuj

Th< C'.-Jo r.donlr) ~ •m1DJ ''Xi o! lh< l'rrilt<! ~
~'"""""'~c..,.,.,..ban..-moiml"""''""
INlier

I

.u AJge lbt (a:lfk!ID)' II at.

UMOUSINE S£AVI(£
DOORS/WIHOOWS
BAtlOONS
SPOrn MEMOAABILIA
MASS.IG£R lli£RAPISTS
SElf Off!Nst TRAINING

CAJIRfRS
WIHOO\Y UEAHIN<i
FlORISTS
~NTfRS

PtlBIICATI()IjS
Gllli/M RROilS
8£AtJTY S.llOO

--

~ IFA~

SR.*

Slo1l • ...,.,. c.- n..dolot .. ,..,
'-)(

()

,_

II;,~

""n.ntonrbh&."Otlpon~com

..

Exhibit Space
Available
Contact TAC ASAP

BARTER EXPO 2009
WHY SHOULD I ATTEND?

-- . -

/--~~-._:~

.

~-----

j ..

ATTORNEYS

Shalizar 's is located a t 245 1
foothill Boulevard in La Verne.
Phone number is (909) 5967.508. O n Friday and Saturday
nights. s tarti ng at 7:00 p.m.
there is m usic and belly dancing-play it safe a nd m ake
reservations.

...

i ...)

Glfl 6.l.Slfl5

After your meal. take my
tip ....... don 't miss one of the
"Persian" desserts.

~.-hold and Honprofrt Ote•ntu:Uons
Source F.-raJ R...rve Flow of Fund•

..

Bed
Chl'lo Kabob !'eifel
(chunk of bct•f ·filet mignon
'' ith bt.'ll pt'ppcr. onions and
tomatoc,, skT\\ \'red and charbroiled)
Sollam Kabob (combination of beef filet mignon and
ground beef. skl'wered and
charbroiled)

,

call Bill Anth o ny at
(909) 483-4700 o r visit ww w. hu s j o urn a l .com

For E ntrees
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T he R ecovery Commenced T his Summer
Many indicators are suggesting the recession ended this summer.
The stock markets around the world are rebounding nicely. Industrial
production and GOP are up again. But the JOb market is looking
more like the flat part of the Ls of the last two recessions. than the
second stroke of the V we all hope is coming soon.

FOR SELLING

S1mply stated, if your company~ lookmg to reach new customers and make solid contacts for future busme~s,
Dt>cember could be you MOST PROF!TABl EMONTH EVER. Nowhere will you find a more highly mot1vated or
enthus1aS11c batch of prospects. The hundreds of customers gathered at the Barter Expo make up a group of
influentkll de<ision makers and entreprenetJrs; and with ea<h prospect you have an unbeatable edge over your
compenllon; your willingness to trade. Once they ~~ you, learn more about your p~oduct or serv1ce and
understand how your company can mett their needs the sale is 10 the bag! Bnng plenty of literature, pictures,
samples, and a couple of energe!K spokespeople.

FOR BUYING
For learning about ways to profitably spend trade doll all, this Is The Eventl Be there! By lining up suppliers for
your company you could find ways to sa~e thousands of dollars over the next few months. Without a doubt
TradeAmencan Card has hundreds of diEnts you know allllllSI nothing aboutl Wanl to save hours of your
pre<ious t1me? Come meet them, shake the1r hands, look over thelf prodU<ts and agret to do busmess on trade
in the future.lmagme the time (and money) saved when you'll know next time you need a forltlift. a lawyer,
some sh1pping labels. reauitment ~rming. office machines, agood caterer or some po~r tools. You mett
them at the Barter Expo

industrial Production is a lso signaling the end of the recession.
Y is the shape of the stock market in recessiOn. and Vis the shape
of industrial production. The average decline of industnal production
dunng recessions has been about 8% and that has been fully recovered in the f1rst I 0 months of expansion. 1 his time industrial production had already declined several percentage points from the cycle
peak in December 2007 until August 2008, but the Paulson Panic
drove it down at a rate that was reminiscent of the recession of the
other two-part recession - 1975.
To be entirely honest however, the sharp decline in industrial production in August 2008 preceded Paulson's kneel on Sept. 25, and
very little of that very sharp September decline in industrial producFlgu,.. 16

FOR FUN...AND PROFITS
we·re p!!lling out all t~ stops on this one.lt's our most prestigious IOG!tioo ever. Caterers and restaurants will
offer 'A Taste of Barter' Gift Certifiutes. We11 award Ihe·~ ofthe Show' prize for the best exhibit, and many
displayers will offer fret samples, give ·aways or pnze drawings. A bliu of loc;ll radio and newspaper
advertising will, for the lint time, promote the Barter Expo to the general business public. Business owners
who haven't yet heard about the benefits of barter will be there in force to che<k us out Ea<h of them, as aeish
paymg customer, is also yourprospect. The Barter Expo IS aooe-a-year opportunity. To miss It is to lose out on
thousands of dollars of buyingand ~elling opporrunilies. Can you afford to pas5 up this chance?

RM"klrntt.lln\estment

GROVE:

At Angel Stadium
2220 E. Katella Ave. Anaheim, CA

25
- 1Q.4ga..
.. 19$4 Q2
1i58 02
196101
-tr

FREE ADMISSION
FREE PARKING
Sunday, December 13th
10:00·3:00pm

-~

I

VISIT OUR TRADEMART FOR THOUSANDS
OFQUALITY PORDUCTS
1547 W. Struck Ave, SUite A

Oran!Jf, CA 92867
(714) 531·1610
(800) Go4 TRAO£ · Fat 1714) S32 1690
HOURS BY APPOINTMENT
MONDAYTHRU fRIDAY: 10.Jm-4pm

ATRADE DOOLAR SPENT
MEANSACASH DOLLAR SAVED

But the Job Market Needs to Improve Soon
V is also the shape of the job market with the first stroke of the V
ending at the trough or in the first couple of months of expansion. and
with JObs lost in recessions found again in the first year of the expansion. If history is a guide, we might be expecting 3% growth in jobs
this year and next, compared with 1.5-2% normal.
The pictures is a dark line that is the average of these contributions across the seven consumer recessions from 1958 to 1991. The
recovery that is just starting, optimistically, will be like this average.
The contribution of residential investment since 1970 has averaged 0.06. which is only 2% of average economic growth of 2.91. In
other words, residential investment doesn't contribute very much
normally.
The contribution of consumer durables has averaged 0.44 since
1970, 15% of economic growth of 2.91. The average contribution of
durables is I. I for the first year of the expansion. 0.57 above normal.
The contribution of equipment and software has averaged 0.40
since 1970. 14~'k of economic growth of 2.91. The average contribution of durables 1s 1.1 for the first year of the expansion. 0.57 above
normal.
Another reason for opt1mism is the record collapse of residential
investment. and equipment and software.

Economist John Hosing, Ph.D.
An Economic Glimpse at 2010
Presented by: San Antomo Hospital Foundation Busmess Benefactors
L unc h will be served
$25 per person
Limited seating
Pa id reservation s are
req uired by
J a nuary 5, 2010

1Q82 04

-198101
• 2001 04
..o-200002
-

To assu re your reservation
contact Martha Re inoso
regarding payment options

19700..

.. 197501

Just AReminder
Trade American Card Trademart

GDP Is Growing Again
The average of the last seven consumer downturns has GOP
declining for a couple of quarters, losing about 2%, regaining that
and more in the first year of expansion with GOP growth of 6%.
As explained above, the first years of the last two expansions
have disappointed with GOP growth only 3%- normal growth but not
strong enough to drive down the unemployment rate.

30

188003

Of ANAHEIM

growing from its lowest value in June 2009, industrial production is
unambiguously signaling a recovery, but the second stroke of the V
is threatened by the weak October 2009 number.

Avt:RAGE.7

909.920.4962: Phone
909.985.6886: Fax
mreinoso@sach.org: E-mail
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lion can sensibly be blamed on our leadership. The story of the
Paulson Panic and the Geithncr Gasp is good literature but weak science.
Anyway. the past is the past. With industrial production clearly

999 San Bernardino Road,
Upland 91786
Sponsored by:
Mark Bertone, Trustee
C hino Commercial Bank
Document Storage
TRL Systems, Inc.
Overflow parking is available
at the southeast corner of
11th and San Bernardino
Road in the 1148 building
parking lot.

'0
·15
...

Thcsda y, J a nua ry 12, 2010
bcgininning at 11 :30 a m
San A nthonio Community
H osp ital Aita Auditorium

SAN ANTONIO
HOSPITAL FOUNDATION
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MANAGER~S
"The Janus Principle: Focusing Your
Cmnpany on Selling to Sn1all Business,"
By Joann Mills Laing & Don Ma~~ella; New York.

New York; 2009; 164 pages; $14.95.
lhts ts wr) much a "hO\\10" book on fmding. marketing.

and successfully selling to
small businesses '' ho ''ant to
hu) ) our produch, sen ices. or
both.
Sell to small bustness')
\ren't those the people \\ho
ha' t' almost no cash, a \Cf) IO\\
credit raung numhcr. and hanging on to their husincs-, '' ith b)
tlwir fingernails. :-..o. it's the
peopk "ho art• lindmg "<lys to
hang on. <lnd t'\ en <Khte\ c some
gnm th, '' hilc companies "ho
are "too big to fat!" arc being
bailed out b) the go' ernment.
\s usual. ho\\ C\ cr. there arc
more than a few small businesses inno\ating opportunities
while larger firms arc "rightsiting" people and "temporan
Iy" closing facilities so they'll
have the cash to ride out the
troubled times. Co-authors
Laing and Mauella point out
that even though a larger percentage of small businessescompared to large businesses
may have trouble surviving. the
sheer number and nexibility of
small businesses make them a
good marketplace to target.
While it's true that some
small businesses (and entire
industry segments) will totally
disappear. if economic history
of financial downturns has
taught us anything. it's that survi' ing small business. especially in ne\\ market segments. will
come hack stronger than anyone
expected. One example is the
"green" marketplace for cnerg}
sustainahilit).
1 he hook's authors begin
with the concept of Janus. the
two-headed (actually twol~tced) Roman god, always portrayed as al\\ ays looking out
and looking in. As Laing and
Mazzella explain:
"A marketer is like that
Janus-looking outward to sell

and im' ard to marshalling the
company's resources to product
the product or sen 1cc."
'1 he; go on to st<lte·
··Jn
short.
the
Janus
Principak helps marketers to
succcssfull; bridge the gap
bet\\ecn their company and the
targeted marketplace ..
Stdrting "ith an t'arly chapter titled ··The What.'. the
authors point out that products
and sen ices must bt• specifical1) t,ulored to fit -,maller client,.
Stmpl) prm iding a cut-do" n
,·ersion of a larger ollcnng created for btg corporations seldom generates profitable results
in the long run. I he most common result:, are too many bugs
in the products or sen ices
offered. The entire IT industry.
both software and hard\\are.
runs into that problem at least
once a year.
The book is broadly organized to answer several kc} questions:
"The Why. The Who. The
What, The When and The
How." This is basic. and is often
expressed as: what are you selling: who are you selling it to:
how much arc you selling it for;
where are you selling it: how
are you selling it: what customer needs does your product
satisfy: and what ,afue do you
add to your sale. ·r he answers to
these questions an: the philosophical foundation of your
business because they are so
basic. Collectively. the) add up
to step one in the small business
or any other market segment. In
the book they account for a bit
less than a third of the hook\
content.
The book's real value truly
begins on page 45. hom that
point onward the book looks at
the tools. techniques. and tactics to use with the small business market segment. Some are

BOOKSHELF
time-tested. such as direct mail
and htllboards. Othl'rs arc computer-based and still being tested and anal\ 1cd. I'hcsc include
soc1al nctw<;rks. bustncss blogs.
and search eng1nc optimt/ation.
fhe co-authors ha'e a lc\ clhcadcd approach. and if there's
a llaw in the book. tl may be
It) mg to do too much and paint
the ideas presented in the linal
two-thtrds of the book "ith too
broad a brush. After all. there
arc hundreds of books and

courses on each of the topics
presented. ,\tan; of them go
mto far more detail than this
book.
Overall.
"I he
Janus
Principle" oilers a \\Orlh\\hile
primer on sellmg to small business dunng the early 21st
Century. It manages to do so
clcarl). offering <l banquet of
ideas for the price of a moderate!} priced lunch.
-

lll'nry lloltnnan

(Bestselling Business Books)
Here arc the current top 10 bestselling hooks for· business. The
Jist is compiled based on information received from retail book'tores throughout the 1.'.S.A.
1. "Hm' to Smell a Rat: lhe Five Signs of ~inancial Fraud," by
Ken hshcr (John Will'y & Sons ... $24.95) {2)"' .
When an imt·stmcnt seems too good to he true. tt usual!) 1s.
2. "Too Big to Fail: The Inside Stol') ,.of H~'' \-\,all Street and
Washington Fought to Sa,·e the F rnancral System - and
Themsehes"
{Pcngum Group ... $32.95)**
Docs the sue of a failing company dictate government rescue?
3. "In FED We Trust: Ben Bernanke's War on the Great Panic,"
b) David Wessel {Cro\\n Publishing ... $17.54) (I)
What happened in ··the f-ed" during 2008 and 2009.
4. "Outliers: The Ston of Success," by Malcolm Gladwell
{Littlc.Brown & Co ... $27 ..99) (3)
Why the cause of success can be linked t? where Y?u. were bo~.
5. "SuperFreakonomics: Global Cooling, I>atnotrc Prostrtutes,
and Wh) Suicide Bombers Should Buy Life Insurance," by
Steven D. Levitt & Stephen J. Dubner (I larperCollins ... $29.99)**
The author of "Freakonomics" strikes again.
6. "Panic: The StOIJ of Modern Financial Insanity,'' by Michael
Lewis (W.W. Norton & Co ... $27.95) (4)
I low underpricing.financial risks led to economic catastrophe.
7. ''The Secret of Shelter Island: Money and What Matters," by
Alexander Green (Wiley & Sons ... $26.95) (5)
A road map to a rich life \\ith or without lots of money.
8. "The Sellout: Ho" Three Decades of Wall Street Greed and
Government Mismanagement Destro)ed the Global Financial
System," by Charles Gaspari no (HarpcrCollins ... $27.99) *
IIO\\ greed and incompetence brought the financial system down ..
9. "The Madoff Chronicles: Inside the Secret Wol'ld of Bernre
and Ruth," by Brian Ross (llyperion ... 519.99) (8)
flow Bernard t\.ladoff made the original Ponzi scheme look small.
10. "Suzc Orman's 2009 Action Plan,'' by Su1c Orman (Sptcg.el &:.
Grau ... S9.99) {9)
Sutc otTers her classic advice for suf\ival in tough times.

*{ I) -- Indicates a hook's previous position on the list.
** -- Indicates a book's first appearance on the list.

Books

v\eliness

Computers

ElectroniCS

V1deo Games
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CPUC...

Hearst Castle ...

Rebuilding ...

All I Want For. ..

cominuedfrom pg. 3
has awarded $308 million to
support the HECA project. The
CPUC determined that the costs
associated with the studies of
the project are consistent with
other projects of this type and
amount to only 20 percent of the
total forecast costs of the studies. The CPUC said that the
project will provide Edison with
a better understanding of this
promising technology, which
has the potential to reduce
greenhouse gases and provide
clean electricity. These benefits
are especially beneficial to
Edison ratepayers because
California policy seeks to
reduce greenhouse gases, the
CPUC concluded.

continuedji·om pg. 31
fireplaces to ring holders in the
bathrooms. Check it out on your
computer a Best Western surprise at great rates.
For other lodging information, call your travel agent or
San Simeon online. San Simeon
State Beach has basic family
campsites that can accommodate
trailers
and
RVs.
Reservations are a must.

cominuedfrom pg. 18
up to the knees, (wait a little)
and then slowly ease in. fhis
approach takes longer than diving in. but ts less painful.
Neither is right or wrong
because both swimmers are getting into the water.
So if you are a diver, then
acknowledge your fear and just
"do it." Keep doing it until you
are no longer afraid.
If, in contrast, you are a dipper then break down your
rebuilding task into I 0 steps.
Arrange them in the order of the
steps you fear the least to the
steps you fear the most. Then
one by one (starting with what
you fear the least) tackle your
rebuilding tasks until you build
the confidence to take on the
next task.

continued from pg. 17
"Saturday Night Fever" gets rereleased just about every five
years with new material and
interviews and "lost" scenes.
Mel
Gibson's
"Payback"
released an entirely different
movie, as did the first two
"Highlander" films. They called
these the "Renegade" editions.
Superman fans arc still waiting
for producer Brian Singer to
release an extended version of
"Superman Returns" with the
missing opening that he cut out
and covered with a quick graphic.
I have mentioned before that
one would never consider a
reworked version of film classics like "Casablanca" or
"Citizen Kane," but there just
isn't anything sacred today.
Which is why I expect that on
Christmas afternoon many of us
will look skyward and silently
whisper, "Book'em Danno."

For more information on the
CPUC. please visit www.cpuc.ca.go~.

Tame ...
continued from pg. 8
How do you know JOU 've
succeeded?
Once you and your Admin
reach an understanding regarding what you want, you should
be able to read the "nuggets" in
15 minutes a day (on average).
That's a little more than one
hour a week of your time. If
you've been spending between
30 and 90 minutes a day on
information, you could save up
to seven hours a week, which is
now freed up for more profitable
activities.
TMI = More Stress
Freed-up Time= More Profit
More Profit = Less Stress
Which do you prefer?
What can you begin to do
next week to get rid of too much
information, and turn the timesavings into more profit?

For additional information
contact Glon Borl(eson at
Cion !Jorge\On@Borl(esonCon
or
at
llllttng.com
ll._Wlt /Jor/il'.IO/ICom/1/lil!f} ,COlli.

Camille Bounds is the travel
and special events editor for The
Inland Empire Business Journal
and Sunrise Publications.

Controversy...
continued from pg. 20
expert responses to climate
change issues with the speed
and effectiveness necessary to
provide real-time solutions. Its
leadership through collaboration
and environmental innovation
builds policies and consumerprotection
mechanisms
in
renewable energy. greenhouse
gas reductions. and energy efficiency that foster healthy and
sustained growth in national and
international markets. for more
information about its programs,
including
Green-e,
vrsrt
www.resource-solutions.org and
www.green-e.org.

Gamut...
continued from pg. 20
in the strictest deadline situation. 24 to 48 hour response on
bids, and 14-day target completion dates make us an attractive
proposition for asset managers
looking to get their propenies
back on the market as quickly as
possible," concluded Scarlatelli.
Gamut, founded in 1992, is
headquartered in Montclair,
with over 200 emplovees and
over $100 million in completed
municipal and primte proJects
including schools, fire .Hatiom.
librarie.1 and city haUs. For
more informmton plea.1c l'isit
!;WIII/tCUIII/JllniC\ 1COIII or ca{{
877 72-1 2688.

Rebuilding is difficult. It
takes letting go of the things
that you have known and taking
the risk of failing or succeeding.
However. when we rebuild we
build our insights, confidence
and tenacity and these are
things that will aid us for the
rest of our life.

For more information.
please visit www.advantagecoaching.com, or contact:
Drti m @adva n tag ecoaching.com.

Wells Fargo ...
continued from pg. 1
Wachovia, 27060 Fir
Ave., Moreno Valley (Wells
Fargo, 14395 Moreno Beach
Dr.)
Wells Fargo, 26755
Jefferson
Ave.,
Murrieta
(Wachovia, 41232 Murrieta Hot
Springs Rd.)
Wells Fargo at Vons.
31564 Grape St., Lake Elsinore
( Wachovia. 3 1600 Grape St.)
Wells I argo at Vons.
27220 Sun Cit) Bl~d., Sun Cit)
(\\'achO\ ia, 27'~S6 Sun Cit)
Blvd.)
• Wachm ia. 2465 L. Palm
Cam on Dr
Palm Spt ings
(Welh fargo. 2465 f P,1lm

Marcus& ...
cominued from pg. 27
price index increases ranging
from 3.5 percent to 5.1 percent.
Assumable financing is available at 6 percent interest, due in
seven years, which provides an
investor with an initial cash-oncash return of 5.1 percent.
Canyon Dr.)
San Bernardino County
Wachovia,
521
N.
Euclid Ave., Ontario ( Wells
Fargo, 240 N. Euclid Ave.)
Wachovia, 12595 Hesperia Road, Victorville (Wells
Fargo, 12527 Hesperia Rd.)
Wells

Fargo,

17390

Main St., Hesperia (Wachovia,
17442 Main St.)
Wachovia,
1890 N.
Campus Ave., Upland (Wells
Fargo. 1919 N. Campus Ave.)
Wachovia. 300 N. Mou\ve.. Upland (Closing
~0\. 2010 with opening of
Wells I argo, S II W. foothill
Bl\d.)
~

ntatn

When complete. all offices
w til carry the \\ells I argo name
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